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I. INTRODUCTION
Indian planning is an open process, Much of the controversy and the
debates that accompany the preparation of the plans are public, The initial
aggregate calculations and assumptions are either explicitly stated or
readily deducible and the makers of the plans are not only sensitive but
responsive to criticism and suggestions from a wide variety of national ana
international sources, From original formulation through successive modi-
fications to parliamentary presentation, plan making in India has evolve
as a responsive democratic political process.
The wide political ptLticipation in the preparation of the plan i
understandable if one realizes that the plan is not only intended as a set
An unusually large group of people have made major contributions to the
research on which this paper is based, so much so. in fact, that the author
feels he should be regarded as the ratnorteur of a joint effort, especially
with respect to the fornulation of the model daeribed. Yet, each individal
might present and evaluate the results differtntly so that no one but the
author is responsible for the opinions of this paper and any errors which
it might contain. Credit for whatever merit there may be is shared with
Professor S. Chakravarty of the Delhi School of Economics, P -ofessor Louis
Lefeber of Stanford University, and Dr. Kirit Parikh, Research Associate
of the Center for Intemational Studies, M.,T The author is also indebted
to Professors Millikan and Rosenstein-Rodan of M-lT.. Assistance has been
provided by Mrinal Datta-Chaudhuri, Dr, T. Krishnan, Dr, Jayant Shah and
T, Weisskopf which has gone far beyond doing calculations to order and the
author regards them as having been close associates- Professor Nino
Andreatta of the University of Bologna, Dr. Ashish Chakravarti, Indian
Statistical Institute, James A Mirrlees, Cambridge University and Dr,
Per Sevaldson of the Central Bureau of Statistics, Oslo, Norway were in-
strumental in starting the original project and their early advice has
continued to be useful., The research has been financed by the India Pro-
ject of the Canter for Internationa3l Studies, MJLT, and the U: S, Agency
for International Development, neither of which is responsible for the
analysis and opinions expressed here. The M,1 Tf,, Computation Center has
been generous and cooperative in making its facilitis available,
In revising the paer aftar the Conference, the coamments of Prom
fessors A. Manne and TL Koopmans were particularly helpful-
2of prescriptions for economic behavior but represents the diverse aspira-
tions of a nation for social advancements. Yet, the nation is not a
homogeneous political entity; it is composed of a variety of regional,
linguistic, economic, cultural and political groups. The many particular
and frequently contradictory interests of each of these groups has to be
recognized and to the degree it is possible, accommodated within the frame-
work of the Plans. The political process which leads to the formulation
of the final document is undoubtedly an impressive manifestation of the
workings of an open society. By its very nature it generates many problems
from the point of view of mapping an optimal strategy for economic develop-
ment. Though there has been a considerable amount of debate over the Plans
there has been relatively little explicit attention given to alternative
strategies or paths of economic growth and development. In fact the
political discussions have been only tangentially concerned with questions
of alternative compositions of national targets and much more with the
capacity for saving and taxation, problems of direct controls and price
stability. The latter are, of course, directly related to the setting of
social-economic goals and to the mapping of the paths leading toward them.
However, the relationships have not been spelled out and the significance
of the Plan targets for current and future welfare has been left implicit,
Although participation in the debates which accompany the preparation
of the Plans is widespread, unfortunately it has not been well informed
either on the welfare implications of the Plan goals or on many other Plan
implications, Planning efforts have been absorbed in attempting to make
a single plan whose goals, resource requirements and resource availabili-
ties were consistent. Alternative policies have received only limited
3consideration in part because the alternatives remain relatively unknown.
Plausible and consistent alternative plans are difficult to prepare and
the enormous amount of information needed for their formulation is not
readily available to individuals and organizations outside the central
government. Hence, in order for a range of alternatives to be available
for consideration, the Planning Commission and the concerned Ministries
would have had to prepare them and this has not been done. The preparation
of alternative Plans and the comparison of their implications is not advo-
cated as a service to potential critics. It is an essential part of the
planning process for only in this way can the full implications of any
single plan be appreciated.
This criticism of Indian planning must be seen in proper perspective.
No conceptually satisfactory techniques of planning or more generally of
making economic policy for development were readily at hand when the Indian
Plans were first being made. Even now, in spite of considerable progress
the operational techniques are relatively crude. Among the less-developed
countries the Indian approach to planning is one of the most sophisticated.
It may be just because of this fact that higher standards are set in judging
Indian performance than would be appropriate elsewhere.
There are many important aspects of Indian planning which will not
be dealt with in this paper. In particular, issues related to implementa-
tion of the Plans will not be discussed, However, this omission should not
be taken as implying that the issues of Plan implementation are unimportant.
After a brief discussion of the techniques and functions of planning in
India the focus will turn to a method of analyzing the implications for
development of alternative targets and the significance of such alternatives0
4This is, I believe, one area in which more intensive economic analysis can
help improve planning procedures0
II0 THE TEqINQS OF INDIAN PLANNING
The First Five Year Plan, though prepared in haste, embodied a pro.
jection of an aggregate growth path generated by capital accumulation and
financed largely by domestic saving described by a linear savings function.
The aggregate growth model was of a Harrod-Domar type, however the linearity
of the savings function implied a marginal savings rate higher than the
average. This in turn indicated a decreasing reliance on foreign assistance
in spite of the higher levels of investment projected. This simple model,
it should be noted, was a projection, not a plan which could be implemented,
although it did have implications for policy with respect to foreign exchange
availability and government saving. Sectoral investment allocations were
determined in the public sector by the particular projects which were pro.
posed. A glance at the First Plan will dispel, however, any notion that
there was a lack of concern for the distant future. This Plan had in fact
the most explicit set of aggregate calculations. Yet it is not surprising
that at this early stage detailed analyses were not made of the significance
of alternative future compositions of output.
In the formulation of the Second Plan a simple aggregative Harrod-
Domar growth model was again used for over-all projections with parameters
that were based on an optimistic extrapolation of the First Plan experience.
For the purpose of answering questions about the strategy of resource alloca-
tion to such broadly defined sectors as agriculture and industry, Professor
P. C. Mahalanobis, Director of the Indian Statistical Institute and member
of the Planning Commission, prepared two and four sector models which may
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have been influential in drawing up the Plan. The two sector model
reminiscent of the Feldman model,2 was used to demonstrate the relations
between the allocation of investment between the sectors and the over-all
growth rate. It distinguishes consumer goods and investment goods, the
latter usable to create capacity in either sector. A linear structure of
production is assumed and a constant marginal utility of consumption so
that future and present consumption would provide the same benefits. The
model ignores foreign trade and consumption maintenance requirements for
labor. Given these conditions it follows that the long run rate of growth
depends on the relative allocation of investment to the capital goods pro-
ducing sector* While the conclusion will not necessarily be maintained if
the assumptions are modified the model did serve the purpose of emphasizing
the significance of the choice of planning horizon.
Mahalanobis' four sector model was intended to indicate the investment
allocations which would achieve proscribed growth rates and employment levels,
Here, again, foreign trade was ignored and demand conditions for investment
and consumption were taken into account only insofar as the investment
allocation suggested by the two sector model could be assumed to be relevant.
1
"The Approach of Operational Research to Planning in India," and "Draft
Plan Frame for the Second Five Year Plan," Sankhya, Vol. XVI, Dec., 1955,
pp. 3-89. These models have been the subject of a number of critical
analyses which will not, therefore, be repeated here. See: S. Tsuru,
"Some Theoretical Doubts on India's Plan Frame," Economic Weekly. (Antnual
Number) Vol. V, Jan, 1957; S., Chakravarty, The Logic of Investment Planning.
pp. 43-48; R. Komiya, "A Note on Professor Mahalanobis' Model of Indian
Economic Planning," The Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol, XLI, Feb.,
1959, pp, 29<-35.
2See E. Domar, "A Soviet Model of Growth," in Essays in the Theory of
Economic Growth, 1957, pp. 223-262.
6Both models were too limited in scope to indicate the most desirable
allocation of resources among interdependent sectors. No attempt was made
to find optimal allocations; dynamic interrelations were not taken into
account and the targets were defined in highly aggregative terms. The
models were not employed to examine the significance of alternative long
term programs and in fact could have been used for that purpose only with
substantial modification.
The detailed program of the Second Plan consisted of a collection
of particular projects including both unfinished First Plan undertakings
and proposals for new ones. Though the sum total of the investment costs
of these projects was subject to over-all constraints derived from the
aggregate projections, there were nonetheless enough residual or "buffer"
sectors to reduce the constraining influence of aggregate resource limita-
tions on these projects. The exception was the limitation imposed by the
scarcity of foreign exchange; however, this restriction operated primarily
not as aggregate constraint but in terms of availability of foreign exchange
financing for separate projects.
There was no explicit mechanism visible in the Second Plan for co-
ordinating the development of the various sectors so as to avoid either
bottlenecks or surpluses. To the extent that coordination and scheduling
was achieved it was through the screening procedures of the interministerial
committees and working groups that met with Planning Commission representa-
tives. These committees were responsible for the setting of the detailed
targets in the Plans, as well as for the approval and phasing of projects.
As one of their working tools these committees apparently did prepare
commodity balances for the entire Plan period, at least for particular
items and sectors.
7However, one must not conclude with the impression that the
of the targets and the design of projects was or is now left nirey to
the deliberations of expert working committees of the central government,
The economic influence of the Ind ian States makes itself felt both at the
highest political levels and through negotiations with the Planning Con-
mission and the other Union ministries, The State governments core to the
Center not only as petitioners but as powerful advocates backed by substantial
resources. They are determined to have a voice not only in matters affecting
their regional economies such as the location of new plants, but on over-all
economic policy as welL
The approach to the Third Plan was similar to that taken in the prepara-
tion of the Second Plan. Again there were macro-economic projections which,
though less explicit, were accompanied this time by a clearer recognition
of the alternative possible values of parameters which in turn made some of
the parameters themselves a matter of policyc One of the initial and con-
tinuing deuates over the formulation of the Third Plan concerd the .ver-
all magnitude of the Plan in telation to aggregtat resource availabilities.-
This time, however, there was no apparent attempt to use models such as
those prepared by Professor Mahalanobis for the formulation of the Second
Plan for determining sectoral priovities, Instead, the consultation and
review procedures appear to have operated more intensively and the calcula-
tions of commodity bwelces ere done more extensi y i re detail and
with greater attention given to irproving the basic data i s iIpossible
IAs an aspect of this discission see 1) DhttiA s "Ttx Policy and the
Third Plan" in P icing ad Fiscl Policies; A Stud in Mhod P. N_
Rosenstein-Rodan,2m ed . 164j p
8for an outsider to reconstruct the procedures by which relative priorities
and scheduling were established. The interplay of ministerial and state
and local ambitions appear in some cases to have had as much influence as
any over-all direction from the Planning Commission itself, Indeed as
John Lewis pointed out, a framework was not provided by the Planning Com-
mission or by any of the Ministries in which these various interests could
1
be reconciled in a drive toward coordinated objectives'
The detailed supervision of target setting, project choice and re-
source allocation by groups of experienced persons can go quite far in
taking into account the most significant economic interactionso This is
particularly true when the feedback effects of one committee's decisions
on the work of other committees is limited, However, India is too large
a country and its economy is too complex for such a condition to hold
completely, Of course, where interactions exist, overlapping committee
membership and pyramided committee organization can at least partially
recognize and account for feedback effects. More than that, no mechanical
model of planning could ever substitute for the judgment which such a
system of committees could bring to bear on the formulation of policy.
At the same time the system is necessarily a cumbersome one and its opera-
tion could be significantly improved by providing these committees better
1See John P. Lewis , "India," in Planning Economic Development, Everett B-
H-agen;, ed.,, 1963, pp, 98-104 and also, Quiet Crisis in India, Chaps- 4 & 5
esp. Lewis' description of a "planning backward" approach in which a set
of final demands are broken down by steps into specific phased projects
would have provided a clearer conceptual framework than that which appears
to have dominated the Planning Commission0 However, the detailed means
of its implementatien are by no means clear in Lewis' description nor does
this approach provide adequate recognition of the issues involved in setting
the final demand goals, the constraints of initial conditions and the
importance of generating alternative Plans,
9analytical tools than are currently available,
Though Indian Planning is an open process with broad political
participation, it is also true that the latter has, for the most part, made
itself felt on the marginal rather than on the central issues. This is in
part because the central issues which relate to questions of welfare of in-
come distribution, time preference and the social control of economic activi-
ties have not always been adequately identified.
In addition to the Planning Commission and economic Ministries there
are other groups formally charged with economic planning responsibilities;
the National Development Council, the Advisory Committees on problems of
individual sectors and a Consultative Committee of Members of Parliament,
There are also informal groupings such as the consultative committee of the
Prime Minister, For various reasons including inadequate staff, limited
time and, in some cases, with limited significance given to their roles,
these groups have not provided guidance for informed political participation
in the process of planning, As a consequence, in the procedures for formu-
lation of the plans there has been relatively little consideration of the
specific composition of economic targets in the light of social preferences
2
concerning present and future consumption subject to resource availabilities0
These issues have tended to become prime subjects of political debate only
An informative description of the administrative and organizational
structure of the Indian planning process is given in S. R, Sen, "Planning
Machinery in India," Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Con-
ference of Asian Economic Planners, New Delhi, 1961,
2 However, this does not mean that Indian planning is particularly backward
in this respect, The same criticism would be valid for most planning activi-
ties. Fundamental criticisms of the planning process have been raised in
India by Prof, Shenoy of Ahmedabad University among others, Prof, Shenoy's
objections are so basic, however, that they would appear to be more easily
avoided than would the criticisms of persons committed in a general way to
the prevailing brand of Indian socialism but skeptical of its implementation
10
under the pressure of a new budget embodying substantial tax increases or
under the impact of price inflation.
III. THE FUNCTIONS OF INDIAN PLANNING
The function of economic planning is to provide guidelines for the
use of scarce resources and to indicate the methods of implementation. But
what is the practical content of this function in the mixed government-
private enterprise system of India? The aggregative growth models implicit
in the Plans have not provided particulars of economic policy but rough
guidelines to total resource requirements. They have had specific implica-
tions only for the government current and capital budget, over-all investment
licensing, foreign exchange use, as well as fiscal and monetary policy. Al-
though the Indian Plans encompass the entire economy, the decisions of the
private sector can be only partially controlled by the government. Hence,
the Indian Plans as for most mixed economies naturally speak with greater
authority about the goverrnent than the private sectors. The Five Year Plans
are sometimes represented as a set of detailed blueprints of a development
program, It is nearer to the truth to characterize the Plans as a general
statement of government intentions as to its own programs as well as with
respect to those sectoral programs open to private initiative. As far as
implementation is concerned, public sector projects can be carried out
subject only to government financial and organizational constraints. For
example, the Plans contain extensive chapters on such specific topics as
community organization and development, conservation, education and training,
family and health planning and scientific and technological research. All
of these are important and proper concerns of development policy0 At the
same time, these are the programs whose precise effects on economic
11
development are difficult to assess. Furthermore, many of these programs
are carried out by the state governments which in the Indian federal system
have major responsibility for agricultural policy, education and welfare
programs. Although the state governments, as was indicated above, are
fully involved in the planning process, their effectiveness in implementing
the Plans is often lower than that of the Union Government. This is partly
due to the generally lesser administrative capacity of the local governments,
In addition, and perhaps more importantly, the inevitable political differ-
ences among the States which cannot be fully resolved, manifest themselves
in varying degrees of commitment to particular Plan objectives
As mentioned above, the plans cannot be detailed blueprints for those
sectors which are predominantly reserved for private initiative. In these
areas the plans indicate the types and levels of activity which are con-
sidered to be consistent with the over-all targets. Control of expansion
is exercised by means of investment licensing and foreign exchange quotes
and other controls on resource allocation, Furthermore, guidance to private
investors is provided through the publication of sectoral targets and access
to the "industries officers" of the various ministries as well as by the
agricultural extension members. In certain instances extension of private
investment over and above the targeted levels has been permitted. This
was, for instanco notably the case during the Second Plan, when the rate
of expansion of coal mining scheduled for the government sector was not
achieved and private mining companies made up the deficiency.
The public sector can be directed toward plan targets by administrative
fiat and with the financial resources of the central and state governments.
The private sector cannot be so directed but its response to economic
12
incentives is regulated by the extensive system of direct controls. The
ncentiv*s, themselves are modified by monetary and fiscal policy. However,
the goals of free market forces and of plan targets do not necessarily
coincide and the operations of the private sector have not always been well
coordinated with those of the public sector and with plan targets. Short-
falls in production, investment licenses which are allowed to lapse and un-
foreigi, price increases are all signs of inadequacies in carrying out this
intrinsically difficult task 1
The function of the Plans in setting the context and climate for
private activity can hardly be overemphasized. More than what can be
accomplished with general statements of intent and speeches, the Plans give
quantitative indications of the rate and direction in which the government
irtends to move the economy. The quantitative specifications of the Plans
project precise relationships between activities in the government and
private sectors specific. Given the natural sensitivity of private enter-
prise to India's avowedly socialist goals it is particularly important to
have concrete and explicit statements of government policy toward private
business. The Plans play an even larger role, however. To dismiss as
window dressing the ringing phrases contained in the introductory chapters
of the Plans would be a mistaken reaction, and more than that, it would
indicate a lack of understanding of the catalytic effect of planning on
Indian society. The Plans provide symbolic leadership and provide orienta-
tien to a developing society,
11t has been a continuing complaint about Indian planning by Indian business-
men and many foreign observers as well, that the private sector has suffered
from excessive controls and inadequate incentives. This may reflect, however,
a set of goals different from the plan targets as well as mistakes in calcula-
tion of what is necessary to achieve the targets. These issues will not be
followed up here though they are far-reaching in their significance.
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IV, DESCRIPTION OF A PLANNING MODELI
Indian planning will be analyzed in this paper by means of a linear
programming model in which the intertemporal relations involved in planning
are treated explicitly, It is a programming model because optimization with
respect to constraints is presumably what planners try to do, Linearity is
an unfortunate restriction which for the present is imposed by analytical,
computational and information constraints, Compared to the real world and
to certain aspects of planning procedures actually in use the model is a
gross simplification in a number of respects. In other aspects it is more
sophisticated than methods currently used, It should be emphasized at the
outset that the model is not intended nor able to produce the "best" possible
plan for India. It is a device for checking consistency and exploring
alternatives, After presenting the model and some of the results obtained
with it the strengths and weaknesses of the approach will be evaluated.
The maximand of the model is the weighted sum of annual aggregate
consumption for the entire planning period, T, which at five years is that
of the Indian Plans, This is a linear objective function
T
(1) U = lw(t)C(t)
tal
1The model used in this study is a generalization of the model presented
in R. S. Eckaus and Lo Lefeber, "Capital Formation: A Theoretical and
Empirical Analysis," Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XLIV, May,
1962, ppo 113-122 and Le Lefeber, "A Simple Optimizing Planning Model,"
Capital Formation and Economic Development, P, N. Rosenstein-Rodan, ed,,
Cambridge, 1964, pp, 83-109. It has been further developed by the con-
tributions of Lefeber, Chakravarty, Parikh and the author. It has a clear
heritage from the programming models of Chaps. 11 and 12 of Linear Pro-
gramming and Economic Analysis, N, Y,, 1956 by R, Dorfman, P, A. Samuelson
and R, Solow, P, Sevaldson and Prof, N, Andreatta were instrumental in
recommending the approachC
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w(t) represents the relative weight placed on consumption in period to The
ratio between pairs of adjacent weights reflects a social discount factor,
Thus, setting the weight corresponding to the first time period equal to
one, the value of the objective function corresponds to the present dis-
counted value of the stream of aggregate consumption over the entire plan
period. The discount rate is assumed to remain constant over the plan
horizon,
Though the model is multisectoral, consumption is treated in the ob.
jective function as a single, composite commodity since it is stipulated
that sectoral outputs enter consumption in fixed proportions, In equation
(2) F(t) represents the column vector of sectoral outputs designated for
consumption and c is a diagonal matrix whose elements indicate the composi-
tion of C(t). Although the use of a composite good as the consumption
(2) cC(t) 5 F(t) ; c a Icil ; Ec. 1 , for tal, 0cop Tc
variable is undoubtedly a major abstraction it has computational merit in
that it avoids the non-linearities which may be associated with explicit
demand elasticities and also circumvents the problem of separately
weighting each good that enters consumption, This undoubted advantage has
to be balanced against the damage done to reality by the imposition of a
constraint which forbids substitution among types of consumption0 In
interpreting the significance of the assumption with respect to the com-
putations to be presented, it should be kept in mind however that the
IThe assumption of constant discount rate is necessary to avoid the "regret"
problem of R. Strotz analyzed in, "Myopia and Inconsistency in Dynamic
Utility Maximization," Review of Economic Studies, Vol, 23, No. 3, 1956,
pp. 16S-180.
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level of aggregation iz quite high, It is unlikely that in a country like
India the composition of consumption would change very much among grossly
defined sectors over such a short period as five years. In any case, this
is only a convenient formulation and the consumption proportions will be
varied by exogenous specification, taking income levels into account, in
order to explore the implications of alternative composition.
Annual consumption levels provided by a plan cannot be set without
taking into account socially desired levels and growth rates of consumption,
such as satisfaction of "minimum requirements" and either a stable or mono-
tonically increasing pattern, Substantial fluctuations in consumption are
not likely to be politically acceptable,, Yet, in this model satisfactory
levels and growth rates of consumption cannot be taken for granted if
they are not explicitly imposed as constraints. The behavior of consumption
over time will otherwise depend on the interrelationships between the pro-
ductivity of the system, the discount rate, initial endowments and terminal
requirements, Depending on their relative magnitudes consumption behavior
could be monotonic but concentrated at the beginning or end of the planning
period or fluctuate over time.
To ensure a rising pattern of consumption over time a set of
"monotonicity" constraints are added as shown in (3).
(3) C(t+l) >C(t)(1+), for tal, ,T-lo
Pseudo-variable proportions can be introduced into the market basket by
stipulating overlapping upper and lower limits within which the proportions
themselves can change. T. Weiskopf has experimented with consumption goods
composed on this principle,. The disadvantage is computational due to the
inevitable increase in the number of inequalitieso
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These inequalities require that consumption in any one period must be at
least as great as consumption in the previous period augmented by a growth
factor (l+p) where p is a politically determined parameter, which will pre.
sumably take into account the population growth rate. A lower bound is
also placed on C(l) to ensure that at least a minimum level of consumption
is attained in the first period0  This is shown by the relationship (4).1
(4) C(l) i C).
Turning now to the other relations which explain the availability
and other uses of resources and output the products of the different
sectors may be used as inputs into current production, for capital formation
and for the satisfaction of government and export demand0 Furthermore,
these products may originate from domestic output or imports or - in some
suitable combination - from both. This is described by the distribution
relationships shown in (5) of which there is a set for each time period.
(5) aX(t)+F(t)+N(t)+Q(t)+H(t)+G(t).+
E(t)-M(t)'-X(t)50 ,for tal, o.., To
All terms of this sum are to be read as column vectors, the elements of
which represent the different uses of the outputs of each sector. a is the
Leontief matrix of input coefficients and X(t) is the column vector of the
domestic outputs corresponding to all sectors. Hence, the product, a column
vector, shows the sum of the intermediate demands by all sectors for the
goods of each sector,2 Other uses, i.e., consumption, new capital formation,
lIn the computations actually carried out for this paper the constraint in
(4) was frequently not imposed for reasons explained below (p., 60),
2The a matrix itself, of course, is a summary of many production relationships.
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capital replacement, inventory accumulation, government consumption and
exports are represented by the column vectors F(t), N(t), Q(t), H(t), G(t),
and E(t), respectively, of which the last two will be stipulated exogenously.
The two negative terms X(t) and M(t) are column vectors of supplies from
domestic and imported sources respectively.
Domestic production requires only capital capacity. The production
functions are described in (6).
(6) bX(t)-K(t)s&O ; where b a tbigi, for t=l, 060, T,
b is a diagonal matrix composed of capital-output ratios, Capacity, K(t),
is a composite capital which is committed to a particular sector, but which
may change from period to period depending on the rate of depreciation and
the investment which is carried out in that sector.
The formation of capacity in each sector is shown in (7) where
Z(t+l) denotes new capacity which first becomes available for use in period
(t+l). D(t+l) are the amounts of capital stock which are disabled by the
depreciation of some part of it, R(t+1) is the amount of the disabled
capital stock which is made productive again by the replacement of the
depreciated component,
(7) K(t+l) - K(t) - Z(t+l) + D(t+1) - R(t+1):5 0 , for t=l, Ono, T+2,
New additions to capacity are formed by blending different sectoral
outputs in fixed proportions and with specified gestation periods,, Thus,
in order to have the desired capacity increase in a particular sector
available at period t designated parts of it must be completed in periods
18
1
t-1, t-2 and t-3, p1 , p2 and p3 are matrices which indicate the proportions
in which each sector must deliver output to form capacity which is to be-
come effective one, two and three periods later. Thus,
(8) piZ(t+1) + p2Z(t+2) + p 3Z(t+3) - N(t) 5 0, for t+1, c . 0 , To
To account for depreciation a "one-horse-shay" model of capital is
assumed so that productive services can flow from capital at a constant
rate after its creation until the end of its lifetime at which point it
loses all productivity. Capital lifetimes of twenty years for equipment
and thirty-three years for construction are assumed so that within a five
year planning model depreciation is exogenous. Given the different life-
times for different components productive capacity is lost by the deprecia-
tion of only a part of a unit of capital and, likewise, may be restored by
the replacement of only the depreciated part. The depreciation in each
period is
(9) D(t) = D(t) , for tol, 4,4, T+3c
The proportions of depreciation of each type in each sector are indicated
by a square matrix r whose terms are D. /D. The terms rij/pij are the
ratios of depreciation proportions to the proportions in which the component
parts are required for capacity, Thus, multiplying Dj(t) by rij/pij will
IAlternatively, it would have been possible to provide for deliveries of
investment goods with variable gestation periods on which lower bounds
would be set. This would provide additional flexibility which might in
some circumstances be of particular flexibility as it would permit uncom-
pleted investment to be carried over without penalty. This latter formula-
tion was not chosen for several reasons, It would increase the computational
burden, first of all. Secondly, on the basis of admittedly casual observation,
this additional flexibility does not appear to be practically an important
phenomenon,,
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indicate the productive capacity lost through depreciation of each com-
ponent, The actual capacity lost in each sector is the maximum of
Dj(t) (rj/P13 , r 2 j / 2 j* ***, rnj puj)* The diagonal matrix d is formed
from each of whose terms is the maximum of r/pi for each i and jo The
actual capacity lost through depreciation is then
(10) V(t) n D(t)[d] , for t=1,  , T+3.
The optimizing mechanism can now decide to restore all or part of the de-
preciated capacity by replacing the worn-out components, Thus,
(11) R(t) S V(t) 0
Like new investment, replacement requires a gestation period depending on
the type of component. So deliveries for replacement must look three periods
ahead to the actual replacement which the model decides to undertake, Le,
(12) Q(t) = r [d] 'R(t+l)+r 2[d] 'R(t+2)+r 3[d]"IR(t+3) ,for t=1, .. , T,
In addition to capacity formation, capital formation takes place also
in the form of inventory accumulation. Assuming that the latter is propor-
tionate to changes in the levels of sectoral outputs, the demand for in-
ventory increases, 11(t), is described by relationship (13),
(13) s[X(t+l)-X(t)] = H(t) ; s a Is i , for tal, .co, To
In order to provide a basis for computing inventories in the first period
an "anticipated" level of output is specified etual to (1+ct)X(-) Thus,
(14) H(l) = s [X(2) - (1+ 0) X(O) ],
s is a diagonal matrix of coefficients for inventory change.
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Government demands for goods and services are exogenously stipulated
for each sector.
(IS) G(t) a Git) , for tal, T.
Exports are also specified exogenously:
Foreign aid and long term capital movements, i.e, , foreign transfers
are also exogenously determined. The sum of the two, PA(t), expressed in
constant domestic currency, plus exports FA(t)+ E (t), define the avail-
ability of foreign exchange at any time period, The sum of imports by all
sectors must, of course, not exceed the availability of foreign exchange.
This is shown by relationship (17).
(17) ~_Mi(t)s FA(t)+ Ei(t) , for tal, ,
In a linear model such as that presented here the solution would
necessarily involve a movement toward specialization of imports0 In this
case unconstrained specialization would manifest itself by allocating all
foreign exchange resources so as to totally replace domestic production
Iby imports in one or a few sectors,, This kind of specialization in a
highly aggregated system would inject an extreme lack of realism into the
solution, At the same time the model should be given some freedom to
1If some foreign exchange were left over after the total displacement of
domestic production in one or more sectors, it would be allocated to another
sector where, as a consequence, domestic production and imports would take
place simultaneously, This, of course, would not contradict the contention
that the system moves towards specialization; it means only that the system,
quite sensibly, would not throw away good foreign exchange resources,
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allocate foreign exchange to the sectors where it is most useful, This
is done by imposing both import ceilings in all importing sectors and
import floors where such should be necessary,, The latter consists of
sectoral minimum import requirements that are "non-competitive" in the
special sense that they must be satisfied before other imports are allowed.
If foreign exchange is left over after these minimums are satisfied, it is
allocated according to cost advantage, ioe. competitively, to other sectorso
But now the import ceilings become operational so that imports cannot com-
pletely displace domestic production in any one sector.
Relationship (18) describes the division of total imports into non-
competitive [M 1(t)] and competitive imports [7M (t)]. These are ob-
i i
tained for each time period by summing over the sectoral amounts,
.1
(18) 2M,(t) - E M (t)+1 MI(t) , for t=1, 0o0, T,
1 i 1
Import floors, Leo, the minimum levels of non-competitive imports
1
are determined for each sector in terms of given proportions m. of the
sectoral domestic outputs. This is shown by (19),
1 1(19) M.(t) = miXi(t) , for t=l, coo, T,
Whatever foreign exchange is left over after satisfying non-competitive
input requirements can be distributed for competitive imports with the
2
limitation that not more than a given proportion m of the remaining foreign
I
Cost advantage depends on the initial distribution of capital capacities
as well as the structure of production coefficients. Therefore, the alloca-
tion of the foreign exchange resources may be dominated by the initial con-
ditions rather than a more comprehensive interpretation of cost advantage,
Furthermore, changes in foreign prices are also neglected and exports are
exogenously stipulated. Hence the concept of cost advantages is different
in a number of respects from a dynamic interpretation of Ricardian com-
parative advantage,,
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exhAftige can be spent for imports in that sector., This is described under
(20). E m2 must be chosen so as to exceed unity, otherwise the maximizing
mechanism has no freedom to allocate competitive imports according to cost
advatage,
(20) M (t) m (t) [PA(t)+ E(t)E M(t)I for tul T
Up to this point constraints have been described which relate to the
intra plan periods. The determination of the initial and terminal condi-
tions must now be described, The initial conditions summarize the pro-
ductive capacity of the economy in existence at the start of the planning
period, i~eO, the initial capital stocks K(l). Furthermore since capacity
increases follow a lagged gestation pattern, the incomplete projects from
the pm-plan period which are available for completion during the first
years of the plan must also be specified, Their completion may or may not
be efficient - the decision on this is left to the optimizing mechanism.
The initial conditions in the form of column vectors are shown in (2110
Capacity increases maturing in the first period are not listed since they
are already included in K(l) as potentially active productive capacity
at the beginning of the Plan0
(21)~ S_)ii~ ~o 2 2
(21) K(1) O) 13(0) 13(0) 12(0) I (0)
2 2
12(0). for example, is the investment carried out in period 0 for com-
pletion in period 2.
While the initial conditions reflect the state of the economy when
the planning period begins, the terminal conditions summarize the state of
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the economy to be attained by the end of the planning period, For a
variety of reasons plans must be truncated at some point and it is the
function of the terminal conditions to reflect the post-plan future within
the planning period. Barring terminal capital requirements set so high as
to be unfeasible, the planner has considerable scope for choice with re-
spect to these terminal conditions, The issues related to this choice
have received so little explicit attention in Indian planning that it is
hard to avoid the belief that their significance has not been adequately
appreciated. Although there are good reasons for making short plans the
choice of a planning period is essentially arbitrary0 Yet short plans
should be consistent with both the long run and continuing goals of
society as well as more immediate needs0 The former objectives will in-
clude raising the standard of living of the nation; the latter, for
example, may reflect urgently felt military requirements. There are a
variety of techniques which can be employed to bring these post-plan
considerations within the purview of a truncated planning period,
The terminal conditions will be set in two ways in the solutions
which follow. First the targets of the Third Plan will be usedO They
will be extrapolated by means of the sectoral intra-plan growth rates
as a basis for determining the investment necessary within the plan period
for post-plan period growth. With such terminal conditions the model will
be called the Target Model and its solutions, Target solutions, The next
analysis will use a method of setting targets which makes them determined
endogenously as part of the solution, The technique is a variation of
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that presented by Chakravarty and Eckaus and R, Stone and Alan Brown, 2
The level of composite consumption attained in the last period of planning
is taken as the basis for the future growth path of consumption. Even
in this case, government purchases, exports and foreign exchange reserves
(exports plus foreign aid) continue to be specified exogenously. Thus,
because the last period consumption is an endogenously determined variable
of the optimizing system, the post-terminal sectoral output levels required
to sustain a given rate of post-terminal consumption growth also become
endogenously determined variables. Since in this case the model solution
provides an optimal transition to exogenously specified post-terminal
growth rates it will be called the Transit Model and its solutions,
Transit solutions.3
The determination of the post-terminal sectoral output levels re-
quired to sustain a given rate of consumption growth is shown by relation-
ships (22) and (23),, Equation (22) is the distribution relationship (5)
into which the appropriate growth terms have been substituted and (23)
is the sum of the particular solutions corresponding to the non-homogeneous
elements of the post-terminal growth: consumption, government, exports
and imports, The homogeneous elements in (22) relate to inter-industry
S. Chakravarty and R. S, Eckaus, "An Approach to A Nultisectoral Planning
Model," in Capital Formation and Economic Development, P., N0 Rosenstein-
Rodan, ed., Cambridge, 1964, pp. 1 .2, esp.- General considerations in-
volved in setting terminal conditions are discussed in S, Chakravarty and
Ro S. Eckaus, "Choice Elements in Intertemporal Planning," jbid, pp. 68-83,
2A Computable Model of Economic Growth,, London, 1962,
3The nomenclature in the first version of this paper was not so specific,
Originally what is now called the Transit Model was called the Basic
Modsl and the Target Model was not given a name,
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flows and to gross capital formation as well as inventory requirements
They are the terms multiplied by the b,d and s coefficients. The non-
homogeneous elements are the terms indicating the growth of CG,E and M
based on the levels which they attain in the last plan period and the
exogenously stipulated growth rates,
(22) X(t) a aX(t)+b 1[X(t+l)-X(t)]+b 2[X(t+2)+b 3[X(t+3)-X(t+2)]+
S [X(t+ 1) -X(t) 1+4+ 0 ) t-TF(T)+(1+ 6) t-T R(T)+
(1+Y)t-TG(T)+(1+ e) t-TE(T)+(1+ p)t-TM(T),
for t a T+1, T+2, T+3.
(23) X(t) a[-a-(bI+s)A-b2(i+0)0-b3 24] F(T) (1+0) t-T+
1 2C 3 2 t;-T[I-a-(b +s)6-b (1+)S-b (1+6) 6]R(T)(l+S)tT,
[1-a-(b +s)..b 2(+-y)y-b 3(1+y) 2yG(T)(l+y) t-T+
[I1a-(b +s)e-b2(1+e) -b3 2 s]E(T)(1+)t-T
[I-a=(b +s)p-b2 (1+)y-b3 (P) 2p]M(T)(l+y)t-T
for t = T+l, T+2, T+3.
The b coefficients are defined by
(24) b pIb b2 pb b3 Up3b
where p P
The coefficients A,, y , e and pare the specified post-terminal
growth rates for private consumption, replacement, government consumption,
exports and imports.
In the initial computations reported below the consumption com-
position has been maintained unchanged throughout the post-terminal
period by projecting the sectoral components of consumption of the last plan
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period with identical rates, This, of course, is not necessary; a more
general framework could project the components of the last plan period's
consumption with different growth rates. Thus, as post-terminal con-
sumption levels increase, for more income elastic components a faster
growth could be registered. This particular approach was chosen for its
computational simplicity in the early stages of the research.
The extrapolation of imports is also based on a distribution that
is endogenously determined in the last planning period. This is convenient
because the post-terminal path itself has no built-in optimizing mechanism
for the determination of choice variables and the alternative procedure
would be an arbitrary allocation of foreign exchange. Since imports as
well as exports are projected at given growth rates over the entire post-
terminal path, the post-terminal levels of foreign aid (or long term
capital flows) must be residually determined if a balance of payments
relationship is to be satisfied. Whether the need for aid increases or
decreases in the post-terminal period depends on the absolute amount of
the deficit in the terminal year as well as on the growth rates at which
exports and imports are projected post-terminally. Since exports and
foreign aid are exogenously stated for the planning period itself, a
stipulation of the post-terminal growth rates of exports and imports is
sufficient to know whether the requirement for aid will increase or fall
post-terminally,
The other nonhomogeneous elements, i.el, government demand and
depreciation, do not require explanation. Both of these are exogenously
stipulated already for the plan period. The projection of government
demand is exogenous for the post-terminal period also. Since the model
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cannot decide for the post-terminal period what proportien of actual de%
predation to replace the terminal period's level of replacement is pro-
jected,
As mentioned earlier, (23) provides the sum of the particular
solutions corresponding to the non-homogeneous elements discussed above.
Equation (23) expresses the post-terminal sectoral output levels required
to sustain the stipulated rates of growth as a function of the non-
homogeneous components from which the required terminal capacities can
readily be calculated with the help of the sectoral capital output ratios.
Again, because of the investment lag structure, the post-terminal output
levels and capacity requirements must be determined for the first three
post-terminal time periods.
The statement of the terminal conditions completes the system.
The solution is obtained by maximizing the objective function, i.e., the
present discounted value of the consumption stream over the plan period,
subject to all the constraints, Given the parameters of the constraints,
there will be a different solution for each specified rate of discount or
corresponding set of W(t). These solutions will be at vertices of the
feasible region in the consumption space defined by the intersection of the
given setsof constraints. Of course, there may be different feasible
regions corresponding to different selections of the parameters of the
constraints, By varying the discount rate in combination with the
parameters of the constraints it is possible to derive all portions of
the social production feasibility surfaces which are relevant for economic
planning. Of course, of the multifold infinity of possibilities, only
the consequences of those changes in parameters which can be controlled
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by economic policy makers and which are likely to be descriptive of changes
in the real economy will be interesting,
The maximum solution must be accompanied or sustained by a set of
shadow prices which are the choice variables of the dual minimum problem.
Since the sectoral capacities and the supply of foreign exchange are the
only scarce resources in the system, the dual problem must consist of
imputing those rents to the use of capacities and for the use of foreign
exchange which exhaust the value of the total product as well as minimize
the cost of production, The shadow price of foreign exchange must always
be positive since imports can be always used to increase the value of the
maximand at some time. The shadow prices or rents of capacities will be
positive or zero depending on whether the capacities of particular sectors
are fully or only partially utilized. Because of arbitrary initial con-
ditions as well as other rigidities such as the fixed composition of
the consumption good, it is not surprising that excess capacity should
exist in some time periods, Though the rents corresponding to these
capacities will be zero on such occasions, the respective outputs will
still be positively priced as long as their production requires inputs of
scarce commodities0 If all sectors deliver intermediate goods to all
other sectors it follows that none of the outputs can have a zero shadow
price even if all capacities but one are redundant.
The shadow price of a given sectoral output in any one time period
cannot be greater than the cost of producing a unitc Neither can the
arbitrarily stipulated weight or market price of the composite consumption
good exceed the cost of those current outputs which are required to make
up a market basketc In other words, Ec u.(t) ' W(t) where c. is the
11 a
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proportion of the output of sector i needed to make up a unit of composite
consumption good and u. is the shadow price of the good. When the in-
equality holds, the cost of putting together a market basket will exceed
its current worth and production for consumption will not take place.
When, on the other hand, the equality holds, part of the sectoral outputs
will be used for providing consumer goods. Since the relationship between the
W's of adjacent time periods embodies the social discount factor, the
shadow prices of the commodities are correspondingly also discounted over
time. Though the shadow prices are the analogues of competitive market
prices, they cannot be adopted for the actual market implementation of a
plan. They refer to broad aggregates rather than specific commodities;
hence they can serve only as indicators of the relative scarcities of a
composite output of each sector. Moreover they reflect the particular
constraints of the model, For example, the shadow price that corresponds
to the balance of payment constraints is a shadow rate of foreign exchange
but one which reflects the import constraints. If the balance of payments
constraint is expressed in domestic currency then it will indicate what
the current domestic value of a unit worth of foreign exchange converted
at some constant exchange rate should be in any one time period0 The
foreign exchange shadow price will not, however, reflect its value to
sectors whose demand for foreign exchange is arbitrarily limited by the
constraints on specialization of use of foreign exchange, In these
sectors the value of foreign exchange will be greater than the dual price
associated with the over-all foreign exchange constraint,,
Each solution generates a complete specification period-by-period
of the uses of resources for various types of production and the flows
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of goods to various uses all of which are consistent with the constraints
and optimize the objective function. In this paper the time paths of out-
puts and inputs generated by the model will not be emphasized, Attention
will be concentrated on the terminal year output levels and certain over-
all characteristics of the solution, recognizing that they are supported
by a feasible and consistent set of resource allocations in each periodc
V. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA
One of the crucial problems in iuplementing pianning modols
is that of matching the information requirements of the theoretical frame-
works with the limited data which are practically available, Many of the
compromises which have been made between a more sophisticated theoretical
structure and the practical formulation of the planning model have been due
to limitations in data. In a number of cases the compromises have been
necessary because the work has been carried out in a context removed from
original sources of data and actual planning activities,
The Indian Third Five Year Plan period provides the basic setting
for the numerical implementation of the model, The structure of the
economy reflected in most of the calculations is intended to be that of
India at the beginning of the Third Plan period. The magnitudes chosen
for the exogenous elements in the models are based on Indian conditions
expected to prevail during the Plan01
The numerical solutions remain hypothetical exercises, Though a
strenuous attempt has been made to provide realistic data, assumptions of
IThe alternative computations which will subsequently be compared are all
based on the same set of data and statistical assumptions, Hence, what-
ever the weaknesses of the data, I do not believe it detracts from the
strength of the qualitative comparisons.
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convenience have been made in estimating parameters which would not be
tolerable if the purpose of calculations were to make specific plans for
India rather than to gain general, order-of-magnitude insights,. In particu-
lar,, I should like to emphasize that I do not presume to be laying down guide
lines for Indian policy makers, The empirical results are intended to be
illustrative rather than definitive,
It should also be emphasized that the numerical estimates presented
are all based on secondary and public sources,, No special data collection
activities have Leon undertaken for the purpose of the computations described
below, although officials of the Government of India, especially in the
Planning Commission, and members of the Indian Statistical Institute have
cooperated most generous1y.1 Thus, all the information used for the em-
pirical implementation of the model is an adaptation of data originally de-
signed to serve other purposes, but it does appear to conform to
those on which Indian planning was based.
Production Data
As indicated in the description of the models the Leontief input-
output assumptions of "fixed coefficients" of production have been adopted
to describe production conditions, The production data with which the
model is provided are a set of ratios for each sector, These ratios indi-
cate for each type of use of a sector's outputs the inputs which are required,
The ratios can be changed exogenously from period to period and from one
solution to the next, However, the models are not provided with techno-
logical alternatives from which to make a choice. The general structure
11 am particularly indebted to Prof., Alan Manne for his explanations of
the background of the data in whose preparation he was a major collaborator,
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mad logic of input-output tables have been discussed in detail elsewhere1
so that only a brief description will be given here of the tables used
and of the adjustments which have been made in them. For complete and
detailed descriptions of the tables it is necessary to apply to the or-
iginal sources.
The current-flow matrices
The first input-output flow tables for India were prepared for the
middle 1950's in the Indian Statistical Institute in Calcutta, Some
original numerical experiments were made using an expanded version of
these original tables prepared by Ashish Chakravarti, now of the Indian
Statistical Institute, Delhi, However, in early 1964, two new input.
output tables became available for 1959-60. One issued by the Indian
Statistical Institute, Delhi, was prepared under the direction of Dr. A.
Rudhra and with the cooperation of Professor A. S. Manne of Stanford Uni-
versity, who was then a member of the India Project of the Center for
International Studies, M.I.T The second table was estimated in the Inter-
Industry Study Group of the Planning Commission under the direction of
Dr0 K. S. Khrisnaswamy, Chief, Economic Growth Section, and will b re
ferred to here as the I.SOG. table0  Inasmuch as somewhat more information
as well as other supporting data was currently available for the ILSOL
table as compared to the IOS.G table, the former has been used in the
computational trials,
The 1959-60 I.S.1. table which has been used is basically that
presented in Notes on Perspective of Development, India- 1960-61 to
2
1975-76. It is a thirty sector table with inputs valued at producers'
1W. Leontief and others, Studies in the Structure of the American Economy ,
New York, 1953.
2 Perspective Planning Division, Planning Commission, April,, 1964, pp. 33187
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prices, The final uses of output are for the Household, Government and
Export sectors, for Stock (inventory), Gross Fixed Capital Formation and
Others, a miscellaneous sector, In addition to the inputs of the inter-
mediate producing sectors Wages and Salaries, Gross Profit and Margins are
distinguished. The latter includes wholesale and retail trade margins and
indirect taxes and subsidies, In this table only five sectors produce fixed
capital: the urban and rural construction soctors and the electrical,
transport and non-electrical equipment sectors, Such industries as cement,
iron and steel, and non-Ferrous metals, rather than supplying outputs
directly for fixed capital formation deliver to the construction sector
which in this table is a processing rather than service industry, It re-
ceives such inputs, processes them and delivers fixed capital,
Many of the special features of the IS.1, table have been suppressed
and it has been modified in seavral ways consistent with the objective of
developing a technique of general applicability and to reduce computational
requirements. Although the thirty ne sectors of the LS I. table already
In several sectors there was a wgativz input entered in the miscellaneous
"Others" sector as an aggregative correction to ovorestimation of inputs to
other sectors. These negative inputs were elimnnated by allocating them
among the cther inputs of t-e stor using the proportions of the positive
inputs as a guide, The undistributed inputs of the rail and motor transport
sections were allocated using the provortions from the ISOGo tanble.
Another major change in the 10S 1 table was the creation of a Residential
Housing sector which provides rantal services, Thin sector constitutes
approximately seven per cent of the ccnsuer budget it is also th sector
with largest capital-output ratio, The original expriments wiZh the
19SS-56 I1Selo table reinforced the view suggested by these characteristics
that over-all results would be sensitive to the size: and growth rate for
this sector, It was, therefore. decided to l Residential Hiousing
from the miscellaneous "Ot1hers" sector., it order to construct a Residential
Property row, it was assued that this sector delive.;rs only to Privante Cor
sumption and the amount Of the delivery waS the S20 crores of rupees esti-
mated as the cutput of th sectr in the official national incao accounts,
This arount was subtracted from the delivery of th Others :sctor to Private
(continued)
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reprmast a high degree of aggregation, preliminary trials indicated that
fth e aggregation was necessary in order to accommodate the model to the
avaltable computational capacity. Unfortunately this aggregation could not
be done in a way which would satisfy theoretical criteria which would avoid
bias and misrepresentation. 1  This is due to the lack of empirical knowledge
which the criteria require and the previous aggregation which has already
been done on a theoretically unsatisfactory basis. Purther aggregation to
eleven sectors was carried out and Table 1 presents the revised 1959-60
I.S. table on an eleven sector basis as used in the empirical experiments,
The Fixed Capital Formation Relationships
Capital is one of the two scarce factors and its formation is the
major source of growth in the planning models described above. This does
not represent a refusal to grant the importance of natural resources-or
labor inputs or changes in technology. The obstacles to an explicit treat-
ment of factors other than capital are partly analytical, partly computas
tional and partly the lack of adequate empirical information. It would.,
for example, require only a slight elaboration of the theoretical structures
of the model in order to treat labor as if it were a capital factor formed
by education, health services and similar inputs, That, however, would
not be completely satisfactory from a theoretical viewpoint nor are there
Footnote continued
Consumption. The Residential Housing column was formed by allocating the
row total among the input sectors using the rolevant coefficients of the
1955-56 I.S.I. input-output table.
The Others sector was made into a producing sector receiving inputs as in
dicated by its column %vctor. For the corresponding row vector the Margin
row was consolidated with tha Others row. This treatment of MWargins was
to confbrm to the usual practice for wholesale and retail trade.
See for example, A. Waters, "Production nd Cost Functions: An Econo
metric Survey," Ecmnatrica, Vol. 31, No. 1-21 Jn,.-April, 1963t pp. 5-11.
TABLE 1
Revised I.SA.1 Input-Output Coefficient Matrix
Agriculture and Plantations
Mining and Metals
Equipment
Chemicals and Fertilizers
Cement, Class and Wood
Food 4 Clothing Manufacturers
Electrical Generation
Transportation
Construction
Housing
Other and Margin
TOTAL
1
,,080
4000
00
6010
.000
0008
.001
,007
0,
00
005
.111
2
'000
c208
4020
.020
"011
,002
.023
.,145
11
21.
3,,
4,
50
6.
7.
81
9"
100
11 028
c458
3
,017
c 231
0037
,,037
.005
0002
0013
.073
00
00
,13S
.550
4
0051
t 025
,016
o 199
0011
,,034
,016
,098
00
00,
0032
e,480
S
131
e052
o 003
6081
,025
,018
o022
,070
01.
0.
0089
.491
6
0505
,004
.003
6028
c003
O 057
c013
0049
0.
00
,055
718
7
00 0
.131
,028
0,
00
O
0
8 9 10 11
0 .043
,041 6146
0 0016
185 "008
221
00.
c ,004
2118 ,042
00
0.
.068
e346
0
0.
01
00
0, <035
-005 001
0,
O0
0
0
,026
0,
On.
4017
, 288
0
107
S567
0r
003
t015 0
001
1001
007 c021
c 026
,04S
071
0
0
087
wJ
00
0c 0-
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corresponding empirical relationships which are reasonably well-established,
The capital formation relationships are a kind of modified accelera-
tion principle with a detailed breakdown of sectoral inputs. There is a
rich literature on the theoretical issues raised by such coefficients and
there is no point in summarizing it here. The use of the related aggregate
capital output ratios for projections is well-known and also much discussed.
As with so many aspects of computable multi-sectoral models, credit should
be given to W, Leontief and his associates for their pioneering work on the
structure of capital.1
Although the empirical information necessary to fill in the capital
coefficients matrix is far from adequate, a substantial amount of data is
available. With some major exceptions the quality of information of this
type for less developed countries such as India may be superior to that for
more developed economies. The relatively small size of many of the modern
sectors, as well as the extent and variety of reporting required for the
implementation of various government regulations should facilitate the
estimation of sectoral marginal capital coefficients. The major exceptions
are in agriculture and the traditional services and handicrafts which bulk
large in the economy. In these sectors there is no simple and reliable
relation of capital accumulation to capacity changes. These sectors could
have been treated exogenously in our models and in a real planning applica-
tion might be handled best in that way. Consistently with the experimental
approach adopted here these sectors have been put on the same basis as
other sectors with calculations being made for alternative estimates of
their capital-output ratios,
.L cito
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In order to carry out the first trial computations on the alternative
models with a plausible set of numbers a complete matrix of capital coef-
ficients for India was first estimated in the Center for International
Studies, MOIOTO This had to be done in an extremely rough way, but all the
various sources of information publicly available were used. The Indian
Third Five Year Plan and various studies of the Indian Planning Commission
were the most important of these. In 1964 a new matrix of capital coefficients
was estimated in the Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi by Vinod Prakash.
These estimates appear to have been based on many of the same sources as
well as other information not publicly available,. A comparison of the
two capital-coefficients matrices showed considerable agreement, The Prakash
matrix was used as the basis of most of the computations as the most re-
cently available authoritative estimates. The original capital-coefficients
matrix was used to obtain additional detail beyond that available in the
Prakash capital coefficients and as a sourco of the alternative estimates
of capital requirements used in our sensitivity analyses. Since the
Prakash estimates were presented in the thirty-one sector detail of the
1959-60 ISI matrix, they were also aggregated using the 1959 output levels
as weights. Table 2 indicates the aggregate capital-output ratios for
each sector.
In the model described there is scope for presenting some detail of
the capital gestation process. The next step in data preparation, there-
fore, was the disaggregation of the capital matrix by periods. The
existence of gestation periods of varying lengths is a major source of
the problems of coordinating the growth of different sectors in develop-
ment programs. In addition, since in the less-developed regions delays in
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making capital effective have a particularly high cost, it is important to
be able to analyze such delays. In India there has been particular concern
expressed over this problem of planning. On the other hand, published em-
pirical information about the gestation periods of capital projects is
relatively scarce both for developed and less-developed regions. There is
a substantial body of informed comment, moreover, which holds that gestation
periods in the more-developed countries are quite different from practices
prevailing in the less-developed areas but there is relatively little or-
ganized information, Although the existence of several studies of the time
patterns of capital creation indicates the feasibility of such investigations,
the secondary sources now available are completely inadequate for this
purpose and no independent estimation was attempted, In these circumstances
a simple arbitrary pattern which could easily be modified as more informa-
tion became available was adopted to represent the gestation process. It
was assumed that in order to achieve an increment of capacity in period t
one-third of the total eventual contribution of the Construction sector had
to be forthcoming in each of three preceding periods. For the contribution
of the equipment producing sectors it was assumed that one-half of the
total requirements had to be provided in each of two periods preceding
the period in which capacity was to become effective. With these assump-
tions the matrices showing proportions of total requirements supplied by
each sector at period t for investment in every other sector which will
mature in periods t+l, t+2 and t+3 were estimated for India for the 1960's
as shown in Tables 34, 4 and S, respectively,
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TABLE 2
.AjregateCapital Coeffi cients Matrix_
AdpteA..from si..Estimates
1. Agriculture and Plantations 1.51
2. Mining and Metals 2.42
3. Equipment 0.91
4. Chemicals and Fertilizers 0.88
S. Cement, Glass and Wood 0,89
6. Food and Clothing Manufacturers 0.55
7. Electrical Generation 6.26
8. Transportation 2.22
9. Construction 0015
10. Housing 10.00
11. Other and Margin 0.15
The inventory investment relationships
Although in some cases there may be technical requirements which
put close limits on inventories, in most sectors the stock holding decisions
are subject to a variety of influences whose net effect, in developed
countries, at least, is a particularly volatile type of behavior, The
patterns of inventory-holding in the less-developed areas have not been
studied intensively, however, and relatively little empirical information
is available, Such information is notoriously difficult to collect and the
statistical reporting systems of these areas have not been able to cover
this aspect of investment in a thorough and continuous manner Some data
which do exist suggest that inventory accumulation may be a relatively
more significant part of total investment in less-developed areas than
advanced countries, however. The limitations of transport and communica-
tions and other uncertainties associated with deliveries would contribute
to such a pattern.
-
___ 
__ _ 
__ _ _I
3, Equipment
9. Construction
11. Other and Mar
TOTAL
3. Equipment
9. Construction
11. Other and Mar
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TABLE S
Proportions of Total Requirements for Investment in Each Sector Supplied
By Each .Sector at Period t to Mature. in Periods t+3
2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 11
3. Equipment 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0. 00 0.
9. Construction .282 .147 .139 .149 .166 .097
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The assumptions behind the inventory investment relations which have
been used are that a certain ratio of inventories to output is maintained
in each sector and that the proportions in which the individual sectors
contribute to these inventories are fixed. These lead to the inventory
accelerator relationships and for implementation require the projection of
inventory-output ratios. An initial source of information used to implement
these assumptions was the matrix of coefficients estimated for India by
A, Chakravartio The aggregate ratios in this table were compared with
separate estimates prepared by Professor Ac K. Sen, 1  These sources of in-
formation were complemented with scattered data more recently available.
The matrix of inventory coefficients finally used, however, was based on
the I.S.l, input-output table and is presented in Table 6.
Depreciation
The manner in which the productive capacity of capital stock diminishes
with time and with use undoubtedly varies both with the type of capital and
the purposes for which it is employed. These differences could not be
taken into account at the level of detail at which these models are cast,
Instead. as in other cases, a convention was adopted which would not un-
duly complicate the models while providing a first approximation to the
effects of depreciation, The time pattern of decay was assumed to be that
in which each unit of capital maintains its original productivity over its
complete lifetime.
The operating life of many types of capital is twenty to twenty-
five years or more which is substantially longer than the planning horizon
1
"Working Capital in the Indian Economy: A Conceptual Framework and Some
Estimates," in Pricing and Fiscal Policies: A Study in Method, P0 Nt
Rosenstein-Rodan, ed. , Cambridge, 1964, ppe 125-146,
TABLE 6
Matrix of Inventory Coefficients
1. Agriculture and Plantations
2. Mining and Metals
3, Equipment
4, Chemicals and Fertilizer
5, Cement, Glass and Wood
6, Food & Clothing Manufacturers
7, Electrical Generation
8 Transportation
9, Construction
10, Housing
11. Other and Margin
1
c315
o 001
00
004D
2002
031
c004
001
00
00
00
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2000
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038
c012
2012
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033
00
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00
0.
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0002
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.008
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0
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0 O 007
.106 0011 023
0 0. .003
,023 ,008 0001.
Q, 0" ,035
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0,
001
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00
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0
0
0
0
r, 01,
1001 0,
0.
0 00
0 00
0 0.
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00
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00
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0,
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001
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00
00
00
0,
TOTAL ,.020 4068 '1008
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of the short-term models, The pattern of capital decay chosen for the
model means, therefore, that depreciation is exogenous to the plan period,
being determined by the investment which took place in years previous to
the start of the plan, With this approach it became necessary to estimate
investment during the early post war years for which relatively little
statistical information existed. The actual amounts of depreciation speci-
fied exogenously for the five year model starting in 1960-61 are shown in
Table 71 Since there was relatively little investment in the 1940's, the
assumption of a constant amount of replacement requirements in each period
was considered not unrealistic, The replacement requirements to restore
the3 depreciated capacity are shown in Table 8 and the proportions for re-
storing depreciated capacity in Tables 9, 10 and 11.
imposrt
It is desirable to provide empirical information on the basis of
which the planning models can assist in decisions on the type and quantity
of goods to import rather than produce domestically, For this purpose, it
is important to distinguish non-comtpetitive imports from competitive imports,
The former are imports for which no domestic capacity exists or can be
created, while the lattUer represents sectors for which a "make or buy" de-
cision is relevant. Strictly speaking nncopetitive imports cannot
be fittd within. the clasificaton scheme for the domestic economy and
re'3cognliiti of' eaich typea would r'eqjuireceatio of a- separate sercr_
Likewise the requirment for eah ty;pe of non competitive imports should
These estimates are di fferent from those used in the initial version of
this paper Re'examinaion indicd those initial estimates wez likely
to be substantially too 1ow and it aad to be prferabl to acept the
I SoL estimates As ill be pointed out bl this change has Jhd signifi-
cannt n effects jn the Third ifsPa agtsltosi atclr
TABLE 7
Depreciated Capacity by Sectors in Rs. Crores
1 Agriculture and Plantations
2, Mining and Metals
3. Equipment
4. Chemicals
S Cement, Class and Wood Prods.,
6 . Food and Clothing
7r Electricity
8, Transportation
9, Construction
10. Housing
11, Other and Margins
1962-63 1963-64 1964-6S 1965-66 1966-67
277,4009 281.6406 28S.8804 2901202 294.3599
71.4057 72,4970 73,5884 74o6798 75:7711
16.0887 16.3346 16.5804 16.8263 170722
507788 51S5549 52, 3310 53,1071 53,8832
16.1588 16.4058 16 6527 16.8997 171467
32,7314 33.2316 33,7319 34.2322 34o7324
48,319S 49:0581 49c47966 S0.S3S1 51.2736
84,5926 85:8855 871784 88.4713 89 7642
1,S697 1,5936 1c6176 16416 1.6656
186,8442 189.6999 192,55S6 195,4113 198.2670
136.8277 138.9189 141.0102 143,1015 145.1927 147.4333 149,,6740
1967-68
298,9025
76,9404
17,3357
S4, 7147
17,4113
35.2684
52.0648
91.1494
16913
2013266
1968-69
303,4451
78,1097
17,,5992
S5, 5462
17,,6759
35 8044
52.8561
92,5347
1,7170
204: 3863
U,
TABLE 8
Replacement Requirements by Sectors in Rs, Crores
1962-63 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69
1. Agriculture and Plantations 143,6563 145,8519 148.0475 1SO.2431 1S2.4388 l54,7912 1571437
2, Mining and Metals 65.8512 66,8S77 67,8642 68.8706 69,8771 70.9554 72.0338
3. Equipment 14,6194 14.8428 15.0662 1S,2897 15131 157525 1519919
4. Chemicals 47.9160 48,6483 49Q3806 S01130 5O 8453 5l,6300 52c4146
S. Cement, Glass & Wood Products 13c0896 13,2897 13,4898 13,6898 13.8899 14,1042 14,3186
6. Food and Clothing 30,2738 30.7365 31.1992 31.6619 32.1246 32.6203 33,1161
' Electricity 40.5330 41L1S25 41,7720 42,3915 430110 43t6747 44 3385
8., Transportation 84,5926 8S.885S 87.1784 88.4713 89.7642 91,1494 92,5347
9. Construction 12641 12834 1,3027 1,3220 1,3414 113621 1c3828
10. Housing 186.8274 189.6828 192,S382 195.3937 198,2491 201,3085 204,3679
11, Other and Margins 134.17S7 136c2264 138.2771 140.3278 142,3786 1445758 146,7730
916.0000 9304000 944.0000 958.0000 972.0000 967,,0000 1002,0000
- -"- -, I I I I w, I, rp", -
12, TOTAL
TABLE 9
Proportions for Restoring Depreciated Capital in (t+1)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3. Equipment 0.
90 Construction .233
110 Other and Margins 0,
TOTAL ,233
8
0, 0. 0,, 01 0. 0. 0.
.130 .119 ,,138 .126 .077 216 9,
00 0, 0. 0. 0, 0. 00
.130 .119 .138 .126 4077 .216 0.
9 10 11
0. 0, 00
0027
00.
.027
,333 c 217
0, O
"333 .217
3. Equipment
9, Construction
11, Other and Margins
TOTAL
Proportions
1 2
.133 .269
4233 ,130
.017 .035
,383 .43S
TABLE 10
for Restoring Depreciated Capital
3 4 5 6
,284 .2S9 .27S .339
c0119 ,138 ,126 .077
,038 ,034 .036 045
441 431 437 ,461
in (t+2)
7
.156
,216
.021
.392
8
.442
00
057
.500
9
0406
0027
.OS4
0487
10 11
O. ,154
,333 p217
0. ,020
,333 ,391
TABLE 11
3, Equipment
9, Construction
11. Other and Margins
TOTAL
Proportions for Restoring Depreciated Capital in (t+3)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
.133 4269 .284 .2S9 .275 .339 .156
.233 130 1119 .138 .126 0077 .216 0.
.017 403S ,038 ,034 ,036 .045 021
.383 0435 ,441 431 437 o461 392
8 9
442 406
,027
057 054
500 ,487
10 11
O
0333
00,
.333
.154
,217
,020
-391
00
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be related separately to its uses in the producing or final demand sectors,
The treatment of competitive imports should provide for the decision between
domestic production or import and take into account the changing basis for
such decisions as domestic capacity changes.
A rigorous distinction of competitive and non-competitive imports
and the adjustment of import requirements with the development of domestic
capacity was not possible within the limitations of the model structure,
computational capacity and data availability. Non-competitive imports were
treated as fixed fractions of the total output of the sectors in which
they were assigned0 The ratios of non-competitive imports to output were
calculated from the I.S.G. matrix mentioned above and used as non-competitive
import coefficients0 Table 12 lists these coefficients by sector.
As noted previously, in order to handle competitive imports within
the model structure ceilings were set on the use in each sector of the
foreign exchange left over after the satisfaction of non-competitive import
needs. These ceilings were in the form of ratios to sectoral output of
uncommitted foreign exchange, The ratios were based on the import in-
formation in the ISI and ISG tables with some adjustments based on judg-
ment as to the sectors in which government policy would be more or less
restrictive in permitting import substitution for domestic production,
These ratios are shown in Table 12,
so
TABLE 12
Import Coefficients by Sector
Non- Competitive
Agriculture and Plantations 101600
Mining and Metals A14500
Equipment .23500
Chemicals and Fertilizer ,26100
Cement, Glass and Wood ,00400
Food & Clothing Manufactures '00008
Electrical Generation 00
Transportation 0.
Construction 0,
Housing 011
Other and Margin 00
Competitive
,301
11199
,,348
,162
*020
027
0.
0.
00
0.
.020
The exogenous treatment of this use of output is justified on the
argument that the satisfaction of foreign demands is not affected by domestic
policy. This is only partly true, of course, Export duties or subsidies
and exchange rate policy can certainly change relative prices but these
influences are not within the structure of the model in any case. Although
for most of the major export sectors the domestic use of output is not a
major alternative, the choice between exporting and using output domestically
is significant for a number of sectors, No attempt was made to bring this
choice within the framework of the model either, although it might be
possible to do so in some cases,
The practical problem is the choice of methods for extrapolation
of exports in each sector. The technique used here is a simple one, The
initial level of exports was estimated from pre-plan years and an average
growth rate was projected for all exports, This is an arrangement of con
venience which could be refined, The export levels projected are listed
for each sector in Table 13,
1 .
2.
3.
4.
S11
6.
7.
8.
9 .
101,
11I,
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TABLE 13
Export Levels Projected for the Third Plan Period
(In Rupees Crores)
1960-61 1962-63 1963-64 1964-65
Agriculture and Plantations 1981,188 206.370 214552 223,037
Mining and Metals 40,090 41,745 43.400 45117
Equipment 4.336 4,515 4.694 4.880
Chemicals and Fertilizer 15,088 15.711 16.334 16,980
Cement, Class and Wood 2,793 24908 3.023 3.143
Food and Clothing Manufactures 215o656 224.S60 2330463 242.696
Electrical Generation 00 0, O 00
Transportation 0, 0. 00 0.
Construction 0. 01, 0 011
Housing 01 01 00 00
Other and Margin 177.836 185.178 192.519 200,133
TOTAL 645.000 681,000 708.000 736.000
1965-66
231,826
46.894
5.072
17.649
.3267
252,259
0.
0.
00
00
208,019
7654000
Government
The government sector in the planning models is assumed to consist
entirely of "public consumption" so that resources delivered for this purpose
do not contribute to productive capacity nor act as intermediate inputs to
producing sectors. Again there is a substantial literature on the extent
to which these assumptions are justified for various types of expenditure
and so the issues will not be reviewed here The problem becomes one of
finding a reasonable basis on which to project an exogenous sector,
Considerable detail is available on the uses of funds in the budgets
of the union government and less detail for the state government budgets0
For neither type of budget was it possible to find the detail on function
re-classified according to types of inputs used, The ISI table provides
such a breakdown in the year for which it was estimated, With this informa-
tion and the Third Plan projections to aid establishing growth rates,
future deliveries to the government sector were estimated exogenouslyo
Table 14 presents these estimates,
1.
2,
3.
4.
50
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Agriculture and Plant
Mining and Metals
Equipment
Chemicals and Pertili
Cement, Glass and Woc
Food and Clothing Mar
Electrical Generatior
Transportation
Construction
Housing
Other and Margin
TOTAL
TABLE 14
Government Expendituresb Sector
(In Rupees Crores)
1961-62 1962-63 19
ations 00 011
on 00
97.596 101.204 10
zer 28,402 29.452 3
d0 0, 
ufactures 109.120 113.154 11
4.923 5,105
00 00
108.200 112.200 11
00 0.
192.758 199.884 20
541,.000 561.000 58
63-64
$4993
315S
7,389
5 296
0.
6,400
011
7.367
2.000
1964-65
0.
0.
108.601
31.605
0.
121.423
5.478
0.
120.400
0.
214-493
602.000
196566
00
0.
112.209
32,655
0.
12S.457
5.660
01
124.400
00
221.619
622 .000
Poreign Aid
This is truly an exogenous element. For the purpose of the basic
model net annual foreign aid was set at $500 million0  As noted above the
allotment of foreign aid on an annual basis will lead to different results
than specification of a total amount to be available over the entire plan
in whatever annual pattern desired.
Consumption
The models require specification of the proportions in which the
total consumer budget is allocated among the output of the producing sectors.
These proportions in actuality depend on the incomes achieved and the patterns
of relative prices and the price and income elasticities associated with
the products of the various sectors. In this case the constraints of the
analytic framework are more severe than the data constraints. Estimates
of price and income elasticities are available for many of the sectors,
especially the more significant ones, though there are high levels of
2.
3.
4.
5.
7o
8,
91,
10,
11"
12.
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variance associated with the estimates and for some sectors there is almost
no information0 On the assumption that, for sectors defined as grossly
as those in this paper, consumption proportions would not change markedly
in a short period, the distribution of consumption was specified in advance.
Por the purposes of the models computed here initial consumption
proportions were calculated from the ISI transactions tables for 1959-60"
These are shown in Table 15
TABLE 15
Consumption Proportions Based on 1959 ISI Table
l Agriculture and Plantations .42941
2. Mining and Metals .00048
3c Equipment .01471
4. Chemicals and Fertilizer ,02384
5, Cement, Glass and Wood .00501
6. Food and Clothing Manufactures .14101
7, Electrical Generation .00087
8, Transportation ,01476
9. Construction 01
10. Housing .04516
ll Other and Margin .32475
Initial capacity and uncompleted capital
The endowments of capital stocks with which the Plan period starts
are initially the only productive resources available. These endowments
are the result of events in the pre-Plan period and exogenous to the Plan
itself0 Likewise, the amounts of uncompleted capital whose construction
had started prior to the Plan period with a view of completion during Plan
are exogenous, A rational planning procedure would coordinate the end of
one Plan and beginning of another, In actuality, however, the Indian Five
Year Plans have suffered somewhat from a lack of coordination between the
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Plans, The Third Five Year Plan though referring to projects started
during the second Plan and to be completed during the Fourth Plan does not
provide a detailed description of the degree of completion of such projects
at the beginning of the Third Plan nor a detailed sectoral classification.
There were no other sources of public data from which such information could
be extracted. It was assumed, therefore, for the purposes of our trial
computations that the Indian Planning Commission had attempted to schedule
investment activity to provide a smooth transition between the Plans. The
growth of capital estimated for each sector in the Third Plan was extrapo-
lated backwards in order to estimate the amounts of investment which would
have taken place in the pre-Plan period under this assumption to achieve
the desired capital formation The capital coefficient matrices described
previously were used for this latter purpose. In order to establish the
initial capital stocks the sectoral output levels in the year immediately
prior to the Plan are multiplied by the aggregate capital-output ratios.
These totals were then adjusted for depreciation. The capital in process
at the beginning of the Plan is described in terms of the maximum amount
of capital which could be formed in each sector in the first and second
Plan periods, as this is determined by Pre-Plan investment activity. The
major source of information for these calculations was a report prepared
by M0R, Saluja as part of a joint project of the Indian Statistical In-
9titute and the Center for International Studies. It was also assumed
that all sectors were operating at full capacity in the initial period, 2
1
"Methods and Sources for Output Levels, 1960-61 and 1965-66," ISI, Delhi,
August 3. 1964,
2An attempt was made to adjust for the extent of initial idle capacity in
the various sectors but the data were not available in a form which would
make this possible, The adjustment for less than full use of capacity in
(continued)
Table 16 presents the initial conditions as computed above. The annual
availability of foreign aid was set at five hundred crores of rupees*
This, with the projected exports, determines the total availability of
foreignmexchange.
TABLE 16
Pre-Plan Output Levels and Capital in Process
(In Crores of Rupees)
Maximum Capital
Formation in
Period I
Maximum Capital
Formation in
Period 2
Agriculture and Plantations
Mining and Metals
Equipment
Chemicals and Fertilizer
Cement, Glass and Wood
Food -and Clothing Manufactures
Electrical Generation
Transportation
Construction
Housing
Other and Margin.
VT. ANALYSIS OF THE INDIAN THIRD FIVE YEAR PLAN PERIOD
The analytic framework for planning presented in Part V above is
certainly an over-simplification of the real world and the problems of
economic development. Likewise, the brief description of the data inputs
cannot do full justice to their inadequacies, Yet the framework is more
Footnote continued
order to determine initial effective
one since even small errors here may
of the annual amounts of investment ,
capacity occur in an aggravated form
culture,
capital endowment is a significant
correspond to a substantial portion
The well-known problems of defining
in such sectors as traditional agri-
Pre-Plan
Outputs
1.
2.
3o
4,
7.
8.
9.0
10.
110
75770
462.0
670.5
612,5
450.6
2442,0
108.0
779,0
1617,0
579,8
5854.6
798,75
293.24
1S8,49
147.68
S8,,21
99.83
162,29
245,51
30,,76
399,98
191,78
825,73
332.02
186.67
163.60
62.46
103,53
180.S
260.58
33.89
410,40
196.99
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sophisticated than that of other formal models currently employed and the
data are not substantially different from those actually in use. Formal
sophistication, however, is not itself, an adequate criterion for judging
planning methods, Less sophisticated techniques may be more realistic and
more flexible, for example, in not being constrained to linearity in pro-
duction relations and other constraints and in balancing a variety of
objectives. Fortunately a choice need not be made and a variety of ap-
proaches to economic policy can be used simultaneously and consistently,
The scope and comparative advantage of the approach described here may be
appreciated better after an application to the Indian Third Five Year Plan
is described. In using the model to judge the consistency, feasibility
and optimality of the Third Plan, criteria and constraints are applied
which are believed to be reasonable. However, the caveat must be registered
that these are not necessarily the criteria and constraints implicit in the
Third Plan itself. The issues involved in this point will be discussed
in greater detail below,
The application is in two stages. The first application is that
of the Target Model to the exogenously specified Third Five Year Plan targets
and the results are examined for a number of alternative specifications
of parameters and constraints, Secondly, the Transit Model is solved
with terminal conditions endogenously determined, using equations (22) and
(23), also for alternative parameters and constraints., The results of the
two types of solutions are compared and finally an appraisal is attempted
of the model and its results.
The full solution of the model indicates not only the value of the
maximand but all the allocations necessary to achieve it: the capital
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formation in each sector in each period, the intensity of use of capital
and foreign exchange and the distribution of output for its various uses.
The solutions will not be presented here in their full detail but the
values of the maximands and some of their other major features will be
compared, especially the general nature of the resource uses and scarci-
ties in each solution.
The Third Plan Target Solutions
The over-all growth rate implied in the Indian Third Five Year Plan
was about five per cent. As one would expect the growth rates projected
for specific sectors varied quite substantially from this average figure,
Table 171 indicates the 1960 gross output levels, the projected 1965 levels
and the implied average annual growth rates for the thirty sector detail
of the ISI input-output table. In inspecting the table it is useful to
recall that only the construction and equipment sectors in this classi-
fication are capital creating sectors,
Growth rates can be misleading as to the relative emphasis of the
Plan since the initial output levels in some cases are so low. This is
the case in both the crude oil and fertilizer sectors to some extent,, In
addition, these are levels and growth rates of gross output and do not in
themselves indicate the planned growth of the Indian economy as measured
by final output or capital accumulationo Yet the over-all picture is
It is difficult from the Third Five Year Plan itself to construct a de-
tailed yet comprehensive breakdown of sectoral targets. W. B. Reddaway
in his book, The Development of the Indian Economy, London, 1962, provides
a substantial amount of detail as does the publication of the Planning
Commission, Selected Plan Statistics,, A recent study by M. R. Saluja, of
the ISI, Delhi, "Methods and Sources for Output Levels, 1960-61 and 1965-66,"
is the source of the data reproduced here,. The "Others" sector is omitted
as are Margins so the total is not equivalent to gross output of the economy.
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TABLE 17
Third Plan Targets
Compared to Pre-Plan Output Levels
(in Crores of Rupees)
Growth Rate
Sector 1960-61 1965-66 (Average Annual)
1. Construction--urban 6 industrial 1201.0 1980.0 10.5
2. Construction--rural 416.0 436,0 0.8
30 Electrical equipment 126.0 362.0 23.5
4. Transport equipment 201.0 417.0 15.7
5. Non-electrical equipment 343.5 888.0 20.7
6, Iron and steel 269.0 909.0 27.6
1 Iron ore 7.8 22.0 23.1
8. Cement 52.6 88.0 10.8
9, Other metals 32.0 80.0 20.0
10. Other minerals 45.4 77.0 11.1
11r Plantations 196.0 250.0 5.0
12. Leather and leather products 189.0 220.0 3.1
13. Animal husbandry 1130.0 1323.0 3,2
14, Food industries 1323.0 1733.0 5.5
15a. Food grains 3751.0 4767,0 4.9
15h Grain milled 223.3 279.0 4.5
16. Cotton and other textiles 800.0 1093.0 6.5
17. Jute textiles 130.0 165.0 4.9
18. Other agriculture 2097,0 2571.0 4.1
19. Chemical fertilizers 20.7 166.0 51.7
20. Glass, wooden and non-metallic
mineral products 398.0 620.0 9.3
21, Forestry products 180.0 262.0 7.9
22, Motor transport 325.0 580,0 12.3
23. Petroleum products 237.1 659.0 22.6
24. Crude oil 3.2 46.0 70.3
25. Rubber products 67.5 127.0 13.5
26. Rubber-synthetic 17.0
27. Chemicals 284.0 742.0 21.2
28, Railways 454.0 640.0 7.1
29, Electricity 103.4 286.0 22.6
30. Coal 109.0 206.0 13.6
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relatively straightforward. With the exception of fertilizers the highest
growth rates in the table are in the capital producing sectors, their most
important suppliers and in several import substituting sectors, The sectors
supplying consumer goods, which in India include relatively small amounts
of consumer durables, on the whole had lower growth rates projected for
them. The rationalization of this relative emphasis would presumably be
based on two related arguments. First, capital is needed to provide the
means with which to increase output in the consumer goods sector and the
well-known "accelerator effect" accounts for the more rapid growth of the
capital goods sector itself, Secondly, capital is also needed to provide
import substitutes to reduce the reliance on foreign aid and, again, the
capital equipment sectors must grow more rapidly than the sectors which
they are supplying. Of course, the relative emphasis as between capital
and consumer goods production, the planned import substitution and, there-
fore, the requirements of foreign exchange reflects decisions as to the
growth rate of the economy and the distribution of the benefits of the
growth both in the intra-Plan and post-Plan periods,
Although aggregate projections were made in the Plan itself for
the post-Third Plan Period no set of detailed sectoral post-Plan growth
rates was presented. Since short-term planning requires this specification
it was assumed for the purpose of the Target Model calculations that the
intra-Plan sectoral growth rates would be carried into the future, This
amounts to saying that no substantial changes in the composition of output
would be expected in the early post-Plan years,. Otherwise the Target
lIt should be recalled at this point that the amounts of unfinished capital
carried into the first years of the Plan are set in the calculations by
assuming that the last years of the Second Five Year Plan were phased to
provide smooth growth of capital and output to the Third Plan targets,
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Model was solved with the data inputs of Part V,
For the purposes of the solution condition (4) which specified a
minimum initial level for consumption was omitted in order to reduce the
possibility of finding that all the requirements could not be met. This
change now permits the optimization procedure to reduce the consumption
levels in the initial plan year as low as necessary in order to meet the
consumption growth constraint of later years. The feasibility issue in this
respect thus becomes one of political acceptability of the solution unless,
even with zero consumption, no economically feasible solution can be found.
In fact, with the specified parameters and constraints no feasible
solution could be found which was consistent with the Third Plan targets,
Even with the maximand reduced to zero, that is, with no consumption at
all permitted in the plan period, there was no allocation of available re-
sources which would meet the constraints and achieve the targets. The
point made above about the absolute inflexibility of the constraints must
be constantly kept in mind, however. It is possible that these constraints
create some small bottleneck which if relieved ever so slightly would
permit the achievement of the targets with a substantial and generally
satisfactory level of consumption for the maximand. To investigate this
possibility the constraints limiting the use of foreign exchange for
competitive imports were, first of all, removed completely. It had been
found from previous experience that this would often result in a sub-
stantially improved performance. In this case it was still not possible
to achieve a feasible solution. At this point, rather than to continue
1The parameters of the non-competitive import constraints were based on
data from the ISOGO table, The significance of this result will be dis-
cussed below,,
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to search blindly for some way of obtaining a feasible solution, the
targets were reduced across-the-board, one percentage point at a time
until a feasible solution was achieved, With a feasible solution there
are shadow prices and other indicators of relative scarcities which help
indicate the reasons for the infeasibility of the full targets,,
A feasible solution was found when the targets were reduced by four
per cent. If an average annual rate of growth of five per cent had been
postulated for the Third Plan, a reduction in target year outputs and
capital stocks of four per cent corresponds to a reduction in the average
annual growth rate to 4.15 per cent 0 It is this 96 per cent level of the
Third Plan targets which will now be the subject of further analysis here
and which will, hereafter, be referred to as the Target solutions.
The value of the maximand or discounted value of consumption over
the Third Plan period, with a social rate of discount of 10% and at the 96%
'Since, in the version of this paper originally presented, a feasible
solution was presented with the Third Plan targets, it appears desirable to
explain this new result, Subsequently to those calculations a number of
minor changes have been made in the coefficients. The major change, however,
and that responsible for this new result was in the method of treating de-
preciation and the magnitude of the depreciation estimates. The total and
sectoral depreciation estimates used originally were revised using the methods
described briefly above. The new annual total of depreciation is about 500
crores above the original estimate, It is interesting to quote the Third
Plan on meeting depreciation requirements: "The estimate of investment
on replacement shown (150 crores for industry only) falls short of the
minimum requirements of the cotton textile, jute textile and woolen textile
industries in regard to which special studies have been made recently, The
backlog of replacements in these three industries alone has been estimated
at about Rs. 169 crores, The estimate that investment on replacement account
in the Third Plan will be of the order of Rs,, 150 crores is more or less a
projection of the actual performance during the Second Plan0 Even so it
is on the optimistic side in view of (a) the pressure on available re-
sources of private enterprise and institutional agencies for new investment
and (b) the fact that mills with large backlogs of replacement are in no
position to provide resources for renovation commensurate with needs and
(c) the small allocation made in the Plan to enable the NOIODoCO to assist
these programs financially," (Third Five Year Plan, po 460,)
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level of targets, was Rs. 24,710 crores. The corresponding undiscounted
value of consumption was Rs. 32,712 crores. While this is feasible in the
sense of being consistent with a solution to the linear programming problem,
certainly no plan for which this was a true implication would be regarded
as politically acceptable. The average annual level of consumption in this
solution of only Rs. 6,S42 crores at the 96% level of targets compares with
the level of consumption in 1959-60, prior to the beginning of the Third
Plan of approximately Rs, 12,600 crores. In the solution the 1961-62 level
of consumption was only 2,347 crores of rupees and it grew at the minimum
permissible rate until the fourth and fifth year when a total of Rs, 25,300
crores of consumption was permitted.
In spite of the low level of the maximand in this target solution
there were substantial amounts of idle capital throughout the plan period.
Examination of the sectors in which this occurred, of the relative amount
of investment in the various sectors and of the shadow prices will help
in appreciating the kind of strain which the targets impose on the system.
The largest amounts of idle capital relative to availabilities occur in
the consumers goods sectors and their major suppliers0  In the first
period only Construction capital is used to its fullest extent and after
that full capacity is reached in only the Equipment and Mining and Metals
sectors until the last and post-terminal periods when there is virtually
full capacity operation in all sectors. This idle capacity is the result,
again, of all the constraints but in this case it is probably the fixed
input proportions and fixed consumption proportions which are mainly re-
sponsible. Since only the Construction sector in the first period is a
bottleneck and that sector is, in reality, relatively easily expanded, a
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slight relaxation of input proportions or an incre'ase in the productive
capacity of that sector might substantially improve the maximand. For
example, Housing requires little in the way of current inputs yet its
capacity is kept idle in the early periods because its proportion of
consumption is fixed and capacity is a limitation in other sectors.
Similar adjustments to improve the maximand for the second, third and
fourth periods in the Equipment and Mining and Metals sectors, where
capacity is formed less easily, would be more difficult to justify. While
a reduction in the consumption proportions of these sectors might increase
the maximand, these consumption proportions are already small. A further
reduction would probably imply price increases in these sectors or the use
of price controls to avoid such an eventuality.I
An additional calculation was made on the Target Model solution in
order to test the significance of the rigidities in input proportions and
in consumption proportions. For this purpose it was assumed that output
in the major consumer goods sectors could be produced in these sectors
without any current inputs whatsoever beyond those provided in the solution
and by the sector itself, Using the idle capacities generated in a Target
Model solution the additional potential output was computed and allocated
to various uses on the basis of the Model's allocations in the fifth period
when capacity was being utilized almost fully. The addition to consumption
under these generous assumptions was roughly Rs0 32,500 crores and, with
the amount produced otherwise, the total consumption would be roughly
Rs. 65,000 crores during the five years. That would not be enough to
1There were, in fact, substantial price increases in coal in the early
years of the Third Plan.
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maintain a constant per capita level of consumption given a population
growth rate of at least two per cent, even if the total could be distributed
at will over the five year period.
The real limitation on the level of consumption in the Target Model
solutions is the size and composition of the Third Plan targets, These do
not allow enough of current inputs and new capital to be diverted into the
consumption goods sectors and their major suppliers to produce acceptable
levels and rates of growth of consumption,
Anything which increases resource requirements for growth when re-
sources are scarce will obviously reduce the level of performance as
measured by the maximando Anything which reduces resource requirements
when resources are scarce or loosens a binding constraint will improve the
maximand. A number of such changes and other modifications have been tested
in alternative solutions, The results are summarized in Table 18.
The first column of Table 18 lists the value of the maximand, ice,
discounted consumption, for each of the alternative solutions, Undiscounted
consumption over the five years is presented in the second column, The
third and fourth columns list the net investment and replacement investment
required by the targets, Since in some cases when only one type of capital
input is required the model is indifferent between carrying out net new
investment and replacement, some small amounts can be shifted between
these two categories without affecting the results in any way. Column 5
contains the net domestic savings estimate obtained by subtracting the
net foreign capital inflow from the calculated net investment requirements.,
Terminal year gross domestic product and gross domestic output are listed
in columns (6) and (7) and the ratio of net domestic savings to NNP in
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the last year of the plan is in column (8),,
The target solutions can be envisaged as taking place in three
steps. First, the investment requirements of the targets are calculated
from the stipulated initial and terminal conditions and using the specified
capital-output ratios. Secondly, the model decides whether or not those
requirements can be met given all the other constraints, Finally, it
utilizes whatever freedom it has to distribute the investment over the plan
period in order to maximize consumption. Only in the last step is the
2
optimization feature called upon. The first step is really a straight-
forward calculation with capital-output ratios but it is a comprehensive
calculation0 The calculated initial conditions are the capital capacities
at the beginning of the plan period which are greater than the capacities
which produced the output of the pre-plan year by the amount of capital
which matures in the pre-plan year. The targets are not the outputs of
the last plan year but the capacities with which the plan ends for the
capacity maturing in the last plan year, though it does not contribute to
output, requires investment and saving. Moreover, in order to insure
post-terminal growth some investment and saving is required within the
plan period for investment which will mature after the plane The invest-
ment assumed to have taken prior to the plan period for the plan period
can be subtracted, however, Inventory investment for all sectors must
be added. All these calculations are performed as part of the target
IThis table contains more information than was originally presented at
the Conference, Perhaps if it had been included originally it might
have prevented some misunderstandings,-
2In some situations the model might as a result of the optimization pro=
vide more capacity than called for by targets. This is not the case in
the present circumstances, however,,
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solutions.
The estimate of investment requirements in run 4 shown in column
(3) of Table 18 provides additional insight as to the reasons for the
character of the Target solutions, It indicates that for the 96% level
of Third Plan targets adjusted as explained above over Rs, 16,000 crores
of net investment would be required as compared to the Rs. 10,000 crores
estimated in the Third Plan itself, While some part of the discrepancy
may be due to differences in capital-output ratios and other parameters,
I do not believe such differences would account for the very sizeable
discrepancy. Rather it seems likely that some part of the necessary
compcnents of investment were omitted or underestimated in the Third Plan
preparations,
In runs (S) and (6) the discount rate applied to consumption in
each period in the maximand was changed with negligible results for the
value of consumption and the allocation of resources, This is due in
part to the shortness of the planning period and the constraints on output
which operate from both ends of the period,. All subsequent trials were
made with a discount rate of 10,0% in the maximando
In runs (7) and (8) the growth constraints on consumption were
successively reduced and each time only a modest change resulted, This
suggests that the natural tendency of the model to shift consumption
toward the beginning or end of the plan period was not important, probably
because of all the other constraints imposed,
In solution (9) the initial capacity in Construction, the bottle-
neck sector at the outset of the plan period was increased by 5%, resulting
in a substantial increase in the maximand, A 10% acrossj the-board increase
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in initial capacities in run (10) breaks many bottlenecks and the value
of consumption rises beyond that which a 5% growth rate would produce, as
is confirmed by the fact that the consumption growth constraints are not
binding. A ten per cent increase in capacities has the effect of putting
the system almost half way toward achievement of the 96% level of targets,
Presumably with a somewhat lower value of maximand the degree of achieve-
ment of the targets could be raised. Of course, while all the additional
capacity is eventually useful, the most important effect of such a change
is to break the bottlenecks. If initially available capacities were re-
duced by 10% as in trial (11), the 96% level of Third Plan Targets becomes
infeasible.
The agricultural sector bulks large in the Indian economy and the
expansion of its output has posed especially difficult problems,. The
sensitivity of the model to success in this field is only indirectly and
very partially tested by changing the capital-output ratio in this sector,
This was tried, however, in solution (12) in which the capital-output
ratio was raised to 2.5 from LS with the result that the 96% level of
targets became infeasible again,
The housing sector though not so large in terms of output has the
largest capital-output ratio of any sectore This was reduced in run (13)
from 10 to 7.5 with substantial effects on the maximand as compared to
solution (4) as it reduced the requirements for inputs from the construction
sector in particular,
In solutions (14) through (22) various conditions relating to
imports, exports and foreign assistance were modified. In run (14) the
constraints were eliminated on the use of the foreign exchange left over
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after satisfying the non-competitive imports, This resulted in a sub-
stantial increase in the value of the maximando The implication is that
a relative use of foreign exchange by the various sectors which was
different from that which had prevailed at the end of the Second Plan, at
least, would improve the performance of the system. In runs (15) through
(22) the availability of foreign aid is varied. When foreign aid is in-
creased in run (15) by 25%, a total of Rs. 625 crores, the value of con-
sumption rises by more than seven times that amount as compared to
solution (4). The successive increases in runs (16) and (17) have a
much smaller effect as the bottleneck of domestic resources remains in-
tractable. When a doubling of foreign aid is combined with greater freedom
in the use of foreign exchange in solution (18), another substantial increase
in the maximand takes place, In run (19) the reduction of foreign aid by
625 crores over five years reduces the available consumption almost ten
times. With no foreign aid, as shown in target solution (20), the 96%
targets become infeasible.
It is interesting to note that reducing the growth rate of exports
during the plan period actually reduces the value of the consumption
available in spite of exports being a drain on domestic resources, As
shown in runs (21) and (22), at the level at which the system operates in
the Target Model solutions the domestic resource requirements for increasing
exports do not clash directly with the resource requirements for reaching
the targets and the increased exports do provide additional foreign exchange,
During the Third Plan period there have in fact been general short-
falls with respect to the Plan targets, The reasons for these are certainly
more complex than can be explained by a linear programming model, Yet it
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is worth noting that the Target solutions can be interpreted as being
consistent with the shortfalls and with the manner in which they occurred,
The model produces a "feasible" solution only by scaling down the Third
Plan targets and by reducing per capita consumption levels. Since in
actuality consumption could not be so constrained, resources would be pulled
into agriculture and the other consumer goods sectors to such a degree that
targets could not be achieved elsewhere, Yet the government's commitment
to the targets was sufficiently strong that resources were not shifted
wholesale to the consumption-supplying sectors, and per capita consumption
has risen only slightly, A set of alternative -- or aggravating -- explana-
tory factors for the Third Plan period are the bad monsoons and the increase
in the military budget in reaction to the Chinese border invasion, Further
study would be necessary to put each of these influences and explanations
in proper perspective.
The Transit Model Solutions and Comparisons with the Target Solutions
The second stage in applying the model to the data was the computa-
tion of a number of alternative solutions with terminal conditions set
endogenously by means of equations (22) and (23), These will be called
the Transit Model Solutions, In these solutions the targets reflect the
conditions that consumption, government expenditures, exports and imports
grow at rates which are specified exogenously in this set of solutions
at five per cent, two and one half per cent, four per cent and three per
cent respectively., The Plan targets are now determined as part of an
optimal solution and are only one aspect of the solution, There are a
number of reasons why none of the Transit Model Solutions may represent
the best possible "plan" for India. These will be describe5d in detail in
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the last section of the paper and at this point the caveat will only be
registered.
Table 19 summarizes some features of the solutions for alternative
specifications of the parameters and constraints. The differences between
the Target solutions and the Transit Model solutions are striking.
The values of the maximand of the Transit Model solutions are higher in
every case. On reflection, however, it is not completely surprising that
it should be so, The Transit Model is optimizing the weighted sum of
aggregate consumption and also ensuring the capability for post-terminal
growth of which consumption is the largest component. The composition of
consumption is not allowed to change within or after the plan period nor
is the composition of the government and export demands, Thus, the Transit
Model maintains a substantial degree of consistency between the orientation
of the economy during and after the Plan, Investment is provided in the
Transit Model solution in proportions and amounts completely consistent
with the exogenous specifications on the pattern of consumption, etc, and
with the intra-Plan optimization of the consumption maximand, It is in-
teresting to note that the total amount of net investment in the Transit
Model solutions is usually close to the Rs. 10,000 crores originally esti-
mated for the Third Plan. The Third Plan targets are apparently not in
the same way compatible with the maximand and the Third Plan Target
Solutions reflect this fact The shadow prices of output and capital and
the distribution of idle capacities in the Transit Model solutions reflects
this different orientation. In the Transit Model solutions there is less
idle capacity overall and it is concentrated in the capital goods producing
sectors and their major suppliers The shadow prices also reflect the
emphasis on capital formation in the consumer goods sectors.
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The growth rate for consumption associated with solutions (1) and
(2) with a 10.0% and 0,0% rate of discount in the maximand, respectively,
is 10c2%, The monotonicity constraint is binding only between the second
and third and the third and fourth periods, It is not binding at all when
the constraint is reduced to 2.5% in solution (4) in Table 19 so its com-
plete elimination in solution (5) does not further affect the maximand0
The 10% increase in capacities substantially improved the consumption
goods output in the Transit Model solution (6) but by no means as radically
as in the Target Solution. This corresponds to a result achieved when
the Target solution was run for 80% level of the Third Plan Targets. In
both the former and the latter case the targets become relatively easy to
achieve and the model can concentrate on producing as much consumption as
possible during the plan periods so that the Target solution comes to re-
semble the Transit Model solution.
A reduction in the desired post-terminal growth rate of consumption
by 2,5% in solution (7) amounts to about 400 crores in the first post-
terminal year, for example. This change increases the value of consumption
available in the plan period by about twice that amountc But an increase
in the post-terminal consumption growth rate to 7,5% in solution (8) reduces
the availability of consumption by 1,500 crores. The terminal years capital
stock goes up by 500 crores, The increase is relatively small because the
model is still free to set the initial level of consumption and tries to
"'cheat" on the constraints of meeting terminal requirements by reducing
initial lovels of consumption by 169 crores The rate of growth of con
sumption in this latter case is still 4.2%, If the level of cnvsumption
in the initial perio Were fixed at 5% above' that off the: preu plan period,
a Transit Miodel solution bicame inf1 asibl as shown in (9) in Table 19
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Elimination of the import ceilings for competitive imports in
solution (10) increases the amount of consumption available by about Rs.
500 crores and the terminal capital stocks by about Rs, 200 crores. The
improvement in the corresponding Target solution when this change was made
was much more dramatic, This was partly because in that solution there
was uore idle capacity which could be used if the various constraints per-
mitted it and partly because there was more imbalance between capacities
and targets which increased the significance of foreign exchange and the
ability to use it freely, On the other hand, the difference between the
solutions also suggests for further research the possibility that the
Indian foreign exchange controls were not so compatible with their targets
as they would be in achieving a different set of targets.
As could be expected from the above discussion a 25% increase in
the availability of foreign exchange in solution (11) in Table 19 makes
less difference than in the case of the Target solution, permitting ortlf
Rs. 489 crores of additional consumption. The next 25% increase in foreign
aid in solution (12) has a slightly bigger pay-off in terms of additional
consumption in the plan period for the Transit Model solution than the
Target solution. Likewise, reducing foreign aid had a smaller impact on
the Transit Model solution as shown in its runs (13) and (14), The re-
duction in the capital stocks at the end of the fifth period from Rs.
31,863 crores to Rs. 31,077 crores was much less than the reduction in
consumption during the plan period as a result of the complete elimination
of foreign aid0
When the stipulated rate of growth of exports is reduced by 1%
in solution (15), increased resources become available for domestic use
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but foreign exchange available is also reduced. The not effect of such
a change or a 1% increase in the rate of growth of exports in solution (16)
is relatively unimportant 0
it is instructive to compare typical national income accounts
associated with the Target and Transit Model solutions. This is done in
Table 20 for solution (4) in Table 18 and solution (1) in Table 19, The
first year of the Target solution puts a great deal of effort into breaking
the bottlenecks and keeps all other activities at a low level, partly because
of the fixed consumption and input proportions. It also does this in part
because a higher first year consumption would, because of the consumption
growth constraints, only increase the consumption requirements in future
years. The domestic savings rates in all years after the first are in the
Target Model solution at levels which would generally be regarded as in
feasible,
The national income accounts associated with the Transit Model
solution look more conventional. On the other hand the domestic savings
rate is substantially lower than that which has been actually achieved,
This suggests as indicated earlier that the economy could achieve a higher
growth rate in capital stock if it so desired. The savings rates associated
with Transit Model solution (9) in fact run up to 15 6% in the last period0
1This is, by no means, a new criticism of the Third Plan , although it has
taken different forms depending on the analytical framework used and in-
dividual judgment as to the parameters which are within government control
Thus, P0 N.- Rosenstein-Rodan thought the over-all capital-output ratio
implicit in the Plan was too low ("Alternative Numerical Models of the
Third Five Year Plan of India," Capital Formation and Economic Development ,
P, No Rosenstein-Rodan , ed,, ppo 23-33; Cambridge, 1964) Other commen-
tators, while accepting the implicit capital-output ratio, have considered
the implicit domestic savings rates as too highe
TABLE 20
National Income Accounts
Target Model Solutions with Third Plan Targets
Targets Reduced to 96,0% R-10l0
1961-62 1962-63 1963
-
64 1964-6S 196566
Consumption 2346,95 2464,31 2587,S2 10181189 15131,30
Inventory Change -2965,95 78860 2284,87 1S36,94 723,9t
Fixed Investment. Net 1952,21 2403.09 2572.89 3031.39 3748.74
Total Investment -473,55 3804c52 5433.57 S147.2S 4952,25
Government Expenditure 540,99 S6099 S81,99 60199 621,99
Value Added by Govt, 899c7S 933c01 967,,94 1001.20 1034,46
Exports 653,9E 680,9F 707098 735,98 764,98
Imports 1153398 1180,98 1207498 1235,98 1264.98
Gross National Product 2814,15 7262,85 9071.04 16432,34 21240402
Replacement 540,19 612283 575480 S78,90 479.52
Not National Product 2273,96 6650 02 8495,24 1S853.44 20760-,50
Savings .973,55 3304,S2 4933.57 4647425 4452,25
Gross Nat, Output S476,27 9956,23 12406.36 22046408 28511,14
Intermediate Product 2206.80 3470,,85 4145.37 6454,70 8143,01
Cons,/Gross Nat, Prod, ,83 .33 ,28 ,61 171
Total Invst,/Cr, Nat, Pr, -16 ,52 '59 ,31 ,23
Savings/Gr, Nat- Prod, -. 34 .45 .54 .28 ,20
dw
TABLE 20 (continued)
Transit Model Solutions for Third Plan Period
Consumption
Inventory Change
Fixed Investment, Net
Total Investment
Government Expenditure
Value Added by Govt.
Exports
~Imnorts
Gross National Product
Rep lacement
Net National Product
Savings
Gross Nat, Output
Intermediate Product
Cons,./Gross Nat, Prod.
Total Invstfo/Gr Nat. Pr 0
Savings/Gr, Nat. Prod.
1961-62
12929c92
4030
1803,,86
2232081
540,99
89957S
6S3,98
1153.98
16103.48
424,63
15678,85
1732,81
20786,62
5429c68
.80
013
"10
1962-63
13576,41
189084
1776.32
2426,79.
560, 99:
933,01:
680,98
1180098
16997.22
460.62
16536.60
1926,79
21959,49
5739,,74
,79
.14
.11
1963-64
14255.23
318o65
1637.9S
2411039
S81 99
967,,94
707,98
1207,,98
1771657
454,77
17261,79
1911.39
22844,25
5937 73
.80
13
210
1964-61c
14978,98
46444
1S83,04
2632,82
601.99
1001,20
73S,98
1235,98
18715.01
585,33
18129,68
2132.82
24160,85
6286.81
'180
14
l1
1965-66
16293- 47
341.18
1702)76
2657,56
621.99
1034,46
764.96
1264,98
20107,S
613 62
19493,88
2157 -56
2952, 13
6716.52
81
.13
1,10
00
0
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The differences in savings -rates result in a greater accumulation of total
capital stock in the Target Solutions as would be expected, The total
stock is 7,S% higher in Target Solution (4) than in Transit Model Solution
(1) in the fifth year of the plan period. In the post-terminal years the
differences are even larger, As would be expected it is in the capital goods
sectors and their major suppliers that the Target solution provides for a
larger accumulation and for a smaller accumulation in the consumer goods
sectors,
An Appraisal of the Model and Its Application
The lack of realism in the assumptions of the model were obvious when
they were made. The consequences of those abstractions in the solutions are
less obviouse and the final task is to try to assess these consequences and,
therefore, the usefulness of the method0  Tha application of the model to
the Indian Third Five Year Plan period provides a concrete context for the
discussion, To summarize, the results of that application: there are no
economically feasible so2utions tc the Target model with the Third Five
Year Plan targets inserted. Economically feasible solutions were obtained
only when the targets were reduced by 4%, Evern these would not be politically
feasiblea, howeverE, as they require a reduction in per capita consumption
during t Plan, To put the matter aiother way, those solutions are not
consistent with other Plan goals of increasing per capita consumption. The
solutions of the Transit Model with endogenousAy determined terminal con-
dItiras provide uniformly larger levels and g-rowth rates of consumption,
The differ s betwecn the solutions are due to the size and composition
hf 1h , ine stment and output tats. The ThirAd Plan targets require much
mori s t and plac reltivey ga streso iand output
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of the apital goods sectors and their major suppliers as compared to
the Transit Model solutions.
In actual planning situations the objective function and the con.
straints are never so simple as those stipulated in the model. Increased
employment and improved income distribution are examples of the many goals
which have had an important place in development debates but which are not
explicit JA* the model, If additional constraints or multiple objectives
could be taken into account, what would be the effect on the solutions?
The answer cannot be given in detail, of course, without solving the broader
problem but the general nature of the consequences are clear. If the
additional constraints are binding, i.e, make any difference at all in
the solutions, the maximand in both the Target solutions and the Transit
Model solutions would be reduced and, in other than exceptional circum-
stances, by different amounts. Thus, adding realism by adding employment
constraints, for example, might or might not diminish the difference between
the Target and Transit Model solutions but it would certainly not help with
respect to the question of feasibility of the Third Plan Targets. More-
over, the fact that employment and other goals have not been treated ex.
plicitly in the model does not mean that the results are without implications
for these goals. The usual way of computing the employment implications
of a plan is to divide output by some productivity coefficients and that
could easily be done for both the Target and Transit Model solutions if
data were available on productivity, Likewise, if it is possible to
associate changes in income distribution with relative sectoral changes,
these implications could also be worked out.
The planning horizon for the model is short, the five years corres
ponding to the Indian Plans, No detailed plans have been prepared by the
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Planning Commission which cover a longer period but long run strategies
of development have been enunciated such as "import substitution."
"balamnd development of agriculture and industry" and so on. tfortunately,
even the most fully elaborated strategies do not provide the concreteness
of quantitative projections so it is impossible to determine the consistency
of any particular set of plan targets with longer run goals. In any case,
having a longer horizon for the model would again not make any difference
as far as the Third Plan Target solutions are concerned. Resources cannot
be transferred from the future to the present and a longer planning period
would not help in achieving the Third Plan Targets, The implications of
the Transit Model solutions for the future are fully revealed in the post-
terminal conditions maintained and thus provide an explicit basis for judg-
ment. However, it cannot be presumed that the Transit Model Solutions for
the Third Plan period would be identical to optimum solutions obtained for
a longer planning horizon, In fact, that is almost certainly not the case,
Having a longer horizon provides added flexibility in a number of respects
and general considerations suggest that the solutions will be sensitive to
1
the length of the planning horizon. It is impossible to predict in this
short term model the effects of lengthening the planning horizon, In
models such as that used here the solutions are of the "flip-flop" type.
meaning, in this case, that consumption, if unconstrained would tend to
be concentrated at either the beginning or end of the plan. Due to the
three year gestation periods, the initial and terminal conditions create
direct constraints on each period's outputs. In addition, the growth
ISee S, Chakravarty , "Optimal Savings with a Finite Planning Horizon,"
International Economic Review, Vol 0 3, No. 3, Sept,, 1962, pp- 338355.
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constraints on consumption help prevent the flip-flop tendency, Further
work is in progress to explore the significance of extending the planning
horizon, Meanwhile, one can only say that the Transit Model solutions are
optimal with respect to the objective function, all the constraints and the
time period. They help indicate in a rough way the kind of changes which
would have been necessary to create a set of feasible Third Plan targets.
It is not suggested, however, that these solutions provide the best of all
alternative paths. For example, some of the Third Plan objectives, such as
creating the capacity to produce import substitutes, transcend the plan
period itself, The Transit Model solutions for five years cannot give an
answer to the question of optimal import substitution policy, though the
performance of any particular solution in this respect can be gauged through
the post-terminal conditions which are stipulated for export and import
growth,
The model is unsatisfactory in its production technology, omitting
any possibility of diminishing returns or externalities or the contribution
of any other factor but capital and foreign exchange. Less sophisticated
formal analyses can take such influences into account in detailed sectoral
studies. Unfortunately, the integration into over-all plans of sectoral
studies which eumbody either increasing or diminishing returns, for example,
has not yet been accomplished though work is proceeding in that direction,
Technical coefficients can be changed exogenously in the models
when such changes are known to be happening, In a practical application
further disaggregation would help in dealing with some of the problems
associated with changing coefficients0 It is particularly important to
extend the model structure to embody such changes since the creation of
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new sectors and the transformation of traditional sectors is of essential
importance in the growth of less-developed areasI
Agriculture provides, perhaps, the prime example of a sector whose
technology is being transformed with the absorption of increasing amounts
of inputs from the industrial sectors. If such changes had been taken into
account the values of the maximand would have been reduced in both the Target
and Transit Model solutions and, probably, by greater amounts in the former
due to the greater strain imposed there on industrial capacity.
Other qualifications have been mentioned earlier and, with additional
time and space, still more could be described. It is important to have them
always in mind as they condition all the interpretations of the results,
Finally, however, in judging the model the real issue is not whether it is
a perfect and completely comprehensive approach, for no one would argue
that, but whether it can do its particular job better than other approaches
which are available.
Technical coefficients were not chnngod in the model solutions presented
above due to the relative shortness of the time span covered and lack of
knowledge of what could be expected, Since in the Transit Model solutions
tha shadow prices tend to be lower than in the Target solutions changes
n thnical coefficients are likely to be of loss importance in the former,
